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The thesis deals primarily with some of the asymptotic properties 
of the following statistics: sample quantiles, linear functions of order 
statistics, and one-sample rank order statistics. 
Several statistical procedures are based on the asymptotic proper­
ties of these statistics. In particular, the asymptotic normality of 
these statistics plays a pivotal role in many investigations. 
The main problem to establish the asymptotic properties of these 
statistics is that all of them are nonlinear functions of the basic 
observations. In this context three useful representations of the above 
statistics are the following. 
(a) The Bahadur representation of quantiles. 
(b) The Moore representation of linear functions of order statis­
tics. 
(c) The Chernoff-Savage representation of one-sample rank order 
statistics. 
The main purpose of all these representations is to decompose the 
statistic as an average of the basic random variables plus a remainder 
term converging to zero at a faster rate either in probability or almost 
surely. Then by using the results developed in probability theory for 
properly normalized sums of random variables, the above decomposition 
lead to the asymptotic normality, strong consistency, laws of the 
iterated logarithm (in the case of almost sure convergence of the re­
mainder term) and various other asymptotic properties of the above 
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statistics. 
For sequences of independent and identically distributed random 
variables (iidrv's), the above three representations have received wide 
attention (see e.g. Bahadur (1966), Kiefer (1967)5 Chernoff et al. 
(1967), Moore (1968), Puri and Sen (1969) and Chernoff and Savage (1958))* 
Moreover, the iid assumption of the basic rv's have been relaxed to 
different extents by considering strictly stationary sequences of de­
pendent rv's. 
In this thesis representations (a) - (b) are established for non-
stationary sequences of dependent rv's. Moreover, in the case of the 
Bahadur representation of quantiles (Chapter III) we consider a class 
of sequences of dependent rv's called strong mixing sequences of rv's 
which includes the class of uniform mixing sequences of rv's for which, 
the Bahadur representation of quantiles has been established by Sen (1972) 
in the stationary case (see definitions of uniform and strong mixing 
sequences of rv's in Section A of Chapter II). 
The representation (c) is established for uniform mixing rv's 
satisfying F^(x) = F(x), (i > l), in Chapter V. 
The class of uniform mixing sequences of rv's includes, besides 
independent rv's, m-dependent sequences of rv's and Markov chains satis­
fying Doeblin's condition (see e.g. Ibragimov and Linnik (1971); ?• 367)* 
The class of strong mixing sequences of rv's includes the class 
of linear processes [X^; n > 1} defined by 
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Zn-k ' (l'I'l) 
where {Z^; n = 0, +1, +2, ...} are iidrv's which satisfy certain 
regularity conditions (see e.g. Chanda (197^))« All autoregressive, 
moving average and mixture of autoregressive and moving average pro­
cesses belong to the class defined in (l.l.l). 
Condition (l) was first used by Doob (1953) and Condition (ll) 
was first used by Rosenblatt (1956). Conditions (l) and (ll) are 
usually called the uniform mixing condition and the strong mixing condi­
tion, respectively. 
Roughly speaking, these conditions imply that the dependence between 
the beginning and end of the sequence is weak. It is well-known that if 
{X^} satisfies Condition (l) , then it also satisfies Condition (ll) • 
However, as pointed out by Ibragimov (1962) and Deo (1973) there are 
examples of processes satisfying Condition (II; but not satisfying 
Condition (l) . The following example, due to Chanda (I976), will illus­
trate this fact. Let {X^} be a linear process defined by X^ = 
00 , 
Z p Z , (JpI < 1) where {Z.; t = 0, +1, +2, ...} are iidrv's, 
k=0 t-K t - -
Z^ ~ lf(0, 1), N(0, 1) denotes a normal random variable with zero mean 
and unit variance, and the equality above is to be understood in the 
sense of convergence in distribution. Define C(x) = {ylf^(y!x)>f(y)} 
where f^(y|x) is the conditional probability density function (p.d.f.) 
of X^^ given X^ and f(y) is the p.d.f. of X^ . Then 
K 
\.(x) = J (f^(ylx) - f(y))dy = $((l-p^)^(b(x) - tx)/(1-t^)^)-
C(x) 
§((l-p^)^(a(x) - T x)/ (1-T^)'^) - $((l-p^)^ b(x)) + §((l-p^)^ a(x)), 
where $(x) is the distribution function of a N(0, L), t = ,  
a(x) = (x - a(x^ + , b(x) = (x + a(x^ + 3 )^^ )/t , a = (1-t^ )'^, 
log (l-T^) , so that as x - eo , A (x) 1 • Therefore, 
(l-p2) ^ 
sup iPfB)?) ) - P(B)| > lim A (x) = 1, 
B * %14v,. 
which contradicts (l) and hence {X^} is not çf-mixing. One can demon­
strate (see e.g. Chanda (197^))> however, that the linear process defined 
above satisfies the strong mixing condition. 
In Chapter II, a central limit theorem is established for row sums 
of rv's in a triangular array under strong mixing conditions. Here, the 
condition on the mixing coefficient involved seems to be weaker than the 
ones assumed by earlier authors (see e.g- Phillip (1969)). 
The central limit property of sample quantiles, linear functions 
or order statistics and one-sample rank order statistics follows from 
this central limit theorem and the representations to be given in 
Chapters III, IV and V. 
Also, in Chapter II a strong law of large numbers and a Glivenko-
Cantelli theorem are established for triangular arrays under strong 
5 
mixing conditions. These results are used in Chapters 11%, IV and V 
to obtain the almost sure consistency for sample quantiles, linear 
functions of order statistics and one-sample rank order statistics for 
mixing seq.uences of rv's. 
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II. A CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM, STROKJ LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 
AND GLIVENKO-CANTELLI THEOREM FOR DEPENDENT 
RANDOM VARIABLES 
A. Introduction 
In this chapter, a Central Limit Theorem (CLT), a Strong Law of 
Lai^e Numbers (SLLN) and a Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem (GCT) are estab­
lished for sample sums based on a double sequence of dependent random 
variables {X^ 1 < i <n, n > 1] defined on some probability space 
(n, (T, P). Let 7!^ ^  denote the a-algebra generated by events of the 
form ^n,i^^ ® ' where a < i^ < ig < ... < i%^ < 
b , and E is a k-dimensional Borel set. One of the following require­
ments is assumed to be satisfied by the double sequence {X . 
n, 1 
(I) sup sup„ lP(Bl57? ) - P(B)1 <{^(ô) with 
>^>1 B « tj,. 
probability 1, where 0(j) 0 as j -» « . 
(II) sup sup IP(ANB)-P(A)P(B)1 
< oC (jj ^  0 a s  j - » ® .  
In the case of a stochastic process {X^; i > 1] if we denote by 
771 , the a-algebra generated by events of the form {X. , X. ) eE}, Ta,D 
where a < i^ < ... < i^ < b , and E is a k-dimensional Borel set, 
the mixing conditions (l)-(ll) transforms to (l) -(ll) where we replace 
'^,k ' ^+j,n ^ ' \+j,oo ' respectively. a(n) and 0(n) are 
usually called mixing coefficients. 
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We first consider the problem of establishing a central limit 
theorem for mixing sequences of rv's. Later in Section D we will con­
sider the SLLN and the GCT for mixing sequences of rv's. 
Rosenblatt (195^) and Ibragimov (1962) obtained sufficient condi­
tions for the CLT to hold for sequences of rv's satisfying Condition 
(II; under the assumption that the sequence is strictly stationary. 
Definition 2.1.1. A stochastic process {X^; i > 1} , is said to 
be strictly stationary (or stationary) if for any k integers 1 < i^ < 
ig < • •. < i^ and any integer h , the k-dimensional vectors 
(%il' ^ ig' •••' %i%) ^ (^i]^+h' ^i^+h) 
are identically distributed, for all k > 1 . 
The following theorem is from Ibragimov (1962). 
Theorem 2.1.1. If is a stationary sequence of rv's satisfy­
ing Condition (ll) , E(X^) = 0 , , i > 1 for some 
à > 0 , and the mixing coefficient a(n) satisfies 
E » and «(n) < M (n log n) ^  
n=l 
Then, 
E(xf) + 2 S E(X^X.) = (say) < 
i=l ^ 
Moreover, if o / 0 , then 
8 
-1 -i ^ . 
a n ^  2 X. > N(0, l) . 
i=l ^ 
jj 
By the symbol > we mean convergence in distribution. 
Serfling (1968a) considered sequences of rv's {X^3 (not necessarily 
strictly stationary) which satisfy the following basic assumptions (A): 
(Al) E(X.) = 0 , i > 1 ; 
(A2) E(T^) —> as n —> » , uniformly in a , where 
i 
T = n"2 z X. and A^ > 0 ; 
^ i=a+l 1 
(A3) E|X.|2^6 < M for some 5 > 0 and M<oo, i > 1 . 
He has proved the following result. 
Theorem 2.1.2. If {X^} satisfies Condition (A) and Condition (l)* 
with 0(n) = (n~®) with © > 1 + 2/5 . Then, 
1 1 n 
n"2 A 2 X. > N(0, 1) . 
i=l 
Since an m-dependent sequence of rv's satisfies Condition (l) , it 
is clear that Theorem 2.1.2 includes the following classical result of 
Hoeffding and Bobbins (19^8). 
Theorem 2.1.3» If fX^} is an m-dependent sequence of rv's satis­
fying Assumption (A), then 
1 , n Z 
n"2 A L X. > N(0, 1) . 
i=l ^ 
P. K. Sen (1968) obtained the following generalization of Theorem 2.1.3. 
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Theorem 2.1.k. Let {X^} be an m-dependent sequence of rv's 
_i n 
satisfying Conditions (Al) and (A3)* Let A^ = E(n ® Z X.) , then 
^ i=l ^ 
if inf Af > 0 , 
1 1 n £ 
n"2 A'-^ Z X. > N(0, 1) . 
^ i=l 1 
Our main interest in this chapter will be in obtaining the same kind 
of generalization as obtained in Theorem 2.1.4 when we consider a double 
sequence of rv's and the assumption of m-dependence is replaced by Condi­
tion (ll). 
In Section C we show that Theorem 2.1.2 holds for a double sequence 
of rv's satisfying Condition (ll) with a(n) = 0(n where 6 >1 + 2/6, 
- -  ^  
with the assumption E(m ^  Z X )^fP? —> 1 as n —> » , uni-
i=l 
formly in a (where 0 < a < n-m, 1 < m < n, m(n) —> œ as 
n —3*®) is replaced by the weaker assumption lim inf Ap > 0 , where 
-  n  n - «  
A^ = E(n"2 z X )2 , n > 1 . 
n i=l ^ 
B. Properties of Mixing Sequences 
In this section we begin by listing some important properties of a 
double sequence of rv's satisfying Condition (ll) defined in Section A. 
These lemmas will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose {X .} is a double sequence of rv's satis-
n, 1 
fying Condition (ll). If Y Is 7^ .-measurable, Z is 
±,K. 
10 
^-measurable and if 1^1 < < », Izj < Cg < «> , then 
lE(YZ) - E(Y)E(Z)1 < a(j) . 
Proof. See Ibragimov and Linnik (1971)-
The following lemma is due to Davydov (1968). 
LeiTima 2.2.2. Suppose {X .} is a double sequence of rv's satisfy-
n, 1 
ing Condition (ll). If Y is 71^ .-measurable, Z is . -measurable 
±,K K+j,n 
and if eJy]^ < =, E)z|^^ < », p,q,r > 1, l/p + l/q + l/r = 1, then 
lE(YZ) -  E(Y)E(Z)1 < 10[A(J)]L/R E^/PLYJP E^^^JZL^ .  
Proof. See Deo (1973)* 
Remark. The proofs of Lemmas 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are given in the above 
references for single sequences of rv's. Nevertheless, the arguments 
used there are valid also in the case of a double sequence of rv's. 
Lemma 2.2.3" Suppose {X .} is a double sequence of rv's satis-
n, 1 
fying Condition (ll). If Y is ^-measurable and 1 < r < p < œ , 
then 
E1E(Y - E(Y)|r < 2^(2!/^+ 1)^ |Y|P. 
Proof. See McLeish (1975). 
For proving the central limit theorem in Section C and also in 
proving the SLLN and the GCT in Section D, we shall need the following 
condition restricting the growth of the moments of the partial sums 
a+m 
S X . .  F o r  s o m e  g  >  0, v > 0 
-
EiTjjj ^ 1 = oCm^) uniformly in a as n—> « ; (2.2.1) 
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where T = , 0 < a < n-m, (l <) m = m(n) (< n) = as 
i=a+l ' 
n —> 00 . We shall need this condition for the case e > 0 and y  =  0  .  
For single sequences of rv*s , this is the Condition (2.1) 
of Serf ling (1968a). Namely, for some e > 0, y  > 0  
E|T = 0(n^) uniformly in a as n —> ® « (2.2.2) 
Serfling (1968a) has shown (see his Theorem 2.3) that a sufficient 
condition for (2.2.2) to hold with e > 0 and y = 0 , is that {X.} 
satisfies (A) and Condition (l)* with 0(n) = (n~®) with 0 >1 + 2/5. 
We shall show now that the above theorem holds true for a double se­
quence of random variables satisfying the strong mixing Condition (ll) 
when (A2) is replaced by the weaker Condition (D2)* (given below). 
For proving this result we will use the next four lemmas which are 
due to Serfling (1968a). It should be noted that although the original 
proofs of the lemmas are given for single sequences of rv's, the proofs 
work as well for double sequences of rv's with trivial modifications 
whenever necessary. 
We now state the conditions (Dl), (D2)* and (Dg) for double sequen­
ces of rv's. 
(Dl) E(X . ) = 0 , 1 < i < n, n > 1 . H; i — — — 
(D2) E(T^ ^ ) = 0(1) uniformly in a as n —> » , where 
0 < a < n-m, 1 < m < n, m(n) —> » as n —> » . 
(D3) E|X^ < M for some 6 > 0 and M < œ, i < i < n, n>l . 
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We now state Lemmas (2.2.U)-(2.2.7)-
Lemma 2.2.4. If {X .} satisfies (D3) then (2.2.1) holds with 
n, 1 
0 < e < 6, Y = l + e/2. 
Lemma 2.2.$. Suppose {X .} satisfies (D2) and (D3). If 
n, 1 
I , (2.2-3) 
for some s > 0 . Then for some e' > 0 , Condition (2.2.1) holds with 
Y = 0 . 
Lemma 2.2.6. Let Y,Z random variables such that eJyÎ < œ , 
E)z) <00 and let p be any sub a-field of c? . Then, 
E|E(Ylp) - E(y)l <e1e(Z1p) - E(Z)1 + 2E|Y - Zj . 
Lemma 2.2.7- If {X .] satisfies (D2)* and (D3) then 
1 
E( T^ " ^ m a^^ ~ 0(km~^) uniformly in a as n —> » , here 
m = m(n), k = k(n) > » as n —> » . 
The following theorem is the version of Theorem 2.3 of Serfling 
(1968a) for double sequences of rv's satisfying Condition (ll). 
Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose {X .} satisfies (D2) , (D3) and Con-
n, 1 
dition (ll). Then, 
(i) For any X and 3 such that 0 < X < 1 and 0 < 0 < 5/2 , 
E I I - 2(1= *)! < E,[a(mk)]P/(l+e)[E|T 
+ Kg n-(l-X)/2 _ (2.2.4) 
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Suppose, further, that a(m) = 0(m ®) for some 0 > 0 . Then, 
(il) If (2.2.1) holds with y < 0e/2 for some e > 0 , then 
(2.2.3) holds for some s > 0 . 
(iii) If Ô > 1 + 2/6 , then Condition (2.2.1) holds with y = 0 
for some e* > 0 . 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2.6 with Y = , Z = . , Lemma 
m,a-tm 
2.2.3 with r = 1, l/p = 1/(3+1) , Lemma 2.2.7 and (D2)* one gets 
® 1 ^ ® I K,a' " 
m,a+in 
+0 (n^/^ m'^/^) 
m,a+m 
+ Kg . (2.2.5) 
This proves the inequality (2.2.4). 
For proving (ii) use (2.2.4) with 3 = e/2 , and some 0 < >. < 1 to be 
chosen later. This gives 
ElEOJ a I a) - a>l ^ 
m,a ±,a m,a % m,a+m^ 
14 
< jjj-(eXe-2Y)/(2+e) ^  ^  g^-(l-X)/2 (2.2.6) 
where in the last step we have used the Condition (2.2.1). Choose 
0 < X < 1 such that 0Xe - 2y > 0 . This is possible since y ^ ôe/2. 
Finally, we prove (iii). Lemma 2.2.4, (2.2.1) holds with 0 < e < 6 , 
Y = l+e/2; thus, in particular (2.2.1) holds for Y = 1 + à/2 (6 > O) . 
Now, since 9 > 1 + 5/2 66/2 > 6(l+2/6)/2 = \ , "by (ii) Condition 
(2.2.3) holds for some s > 0 . Then, Lemma Z.2.$ asserts that (2.2.1) 
must hold with y = 0 for some e' > 0 , proving (iii). 
Before concluding this section, we show that the assumption (D2) 
in Theorem 2.2.1 can be relaxed when (Dl) and (D3) hold and the mixing 
coefficient «(m) satisfies a(m) = 0(m ^ ) where 0 > 1 + 2/6 • 
Lemma 2.2.8. If {X .} satisfies (Dl), (D3) and Condition (ll) 
n, 1 
with a(m) = C(m ®) where 0 > 1 + 2/6 then (D2) holds-
a+m a+m m-1 m-j 
Proof. E( 1 X .)2 = 2 E(x^ .) + 2 2 Z 
i=a+l i=a+l j=l i=l 
® ' (2.2.7) 
a+m 
from (D3) 2 E(X^ .) <mM . Also, using (Dl), (D3) and Lemma 2.2.2, 
i=a+l 
2+6 
1/(2+5) |y ,2+6 
^ l^n,a+i+jl 
< 10 j-06/(2+6) _ (2.2.8) 
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Then from (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) , 
E( E X .)2 < Mm + %L Z (m-j)"®G/(2^G) < mC , (2.2.9) 
i=a+l j=l 
GO 
since the series Z j converges for u > 1 . The lemma follows from 
j=l 
(2.2.9). 
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 2.2.1 and 
Lemma 2.2.8. 
Corollary 2.2.1. If {X^ satisfies (Dl), (D3) and Condition 
( II) with a(m) = 0(m ®) where ô > 1 + 2/6 , then for some e > 0 
(2.2.1) holds with y = 0 . In particular, if the X ,'s have zero 
1 
means and are uniformly bounded rv*s, (2.2.1) holds with y = 0 when­
ever a(m) = 0(m"®) for some 9 > 1 . 
C. A CLT for Row Sums of RV in a Triangular Array 
Let {X^ 1 < i < n, n > 1} be a triangular array of rv's de­
fined in some probability space (fi, <7, P) and satisfying the strong 
mixing condition. Define S = SX A^ = n ^E(8^), n > 1 . Assume 
X n n 
that 
p = lim inf A^ > 0 , (2.3-1) 
n -» 00 
the following CLT is now proved for 
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Theorem 2.3.1. If fX_ .} satisfies (Dl), (D3), (2.3«l) and 
n, 1 
Condition (ll) with a(m) =0(m where 0 > 1 + 2/5 . Then, 
(2.3.2) 
Remark. The proof of the theorem involves the classical method, 
namely the decomposition of the normalized sample sum as the normalized 
sample sum of nearly independent rv's plus a remainder term converging 
to zero in mean square, and a fortiori converging to zero in probability. 
This technique goes essentially back to Bernstein (1927), and later was 
used by Hoeffding and Bobbins (1948), Rosenblatt (1956) and Ibragimov 
(1962). We might also mention that in the uniform mixing case, the 
result is due to Serfling (1968a) under the condition —> A^ (> O) 
as n —> 00 . Our method of proof is, however, different from that of 
where [t] denotes the largest integer < t . Decompose into 
Serfling. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Define, 
p = [n'^ log n], q = [n^(lc^ n)~^], n = k(p4q) + r , 







= 2 g., I, = . = Z X_ ; (1 < i < k) ; F . .  E .  E     .  





R = Z X . (if r > 1) ; R = 0, otherwise. (2.3.7) 
° n=k(p4q)+l 
We shall show that 
n"^ A'^ R^ > 0, n"^ > 0, n'^ A^^ > N(0, l). 
(2.3.8) 
To prove (2.3.8), first observe that by (2.3.I) and Lemma 2-2.8, for 
large n , 
E(n A''^ r2) < C(np) r < C(p+q)/n > 0 as n —» + « . (2.3.9) 
Also, 
TP n p k k-1 k-h 
n A"^ E(T^) = n" A"1 E E(Tlf) + 22 Z E(T1 T] )] . (2.3-10) 
^ ° B i=i 1 h=l 1=1 ^ 
Using Lemma 2.2.8, E(T1?) < Cq. for large n , while using Lemma 2.2.2, 
18 
iq. (i+h)q, 
iq (i+h)q ./(p+Al 
<2 Z C[a(hp+m'-m)]°/^ (2.3-11) 
m=(i-l)<i+l in*=(i+h-l)q.+l 
1/(2+6) ,y ,2+6 ,1/(2+6) , ,2+6 
® l\,ip+m' ^ l\,(i+h)p+in*l 
Using (D3) and the assumption a(i) =C(i ®) , one gets 
ECli "^i+h^ - ^ q^(hp)"®^/(^^^) . (2.3.12) 
Using @6 > 2 + 6 , it follows now from (2.3«10) and (2.3.12) that, for 
large n , 
n"^ E(T^) < C p"^ n"\kq + -> 0 as n —> +« . 
(2.3.13) 
—% £ / . 
It remains to show that n ® A S* > ll(0^ l) . 
° ^ 1 k 
To this end, first use the representation = p* 2 §î , where 
_i i=l 
ÇÎ = ^ = p (1 < i <k) . Since kp/n —> 1 as n —> +00, it 
suffices to show that 
k"^ A"^ 2 §î N(0, 1) . (2.3.1^) 
i=l ^ 
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To prove (2.3'lk), consider independent rv's {U' 1 < j < k, 
B; J 
n > 1} where U' . has the same distribution as §' (1 < j < k) . 
IIFJ J ' 
If g(t) denotes the characteristic function of a N(0, l) variable, 
one has 
_i n k 
|E [exp(itk"S A Z §:)] - g(t)) < 
j=l ^ 
lE [exp(itk"^ E §')] -HE [exp(itk"^ |î)]l (2.3.15) 
j=l ^ j=l 
k 1 
+ I n E [exi)(itk~^ A" U' .) - g(t)]l . 
j=l 
Using Lemma 2.2.1, the first term on the right hand side of (2.3*15) 
is majorized by i4-ka(q) < Ckq~® —> 0, as n —> +» . To prove that the 
second term in (2.3.I5) —> 0 , as n —> +» , one needs verify 
(i) k~^ v^ A~^ —> 1 as n —> + » and also (ii) the Liapaunov condi­
tion, namely for some e > 0 
V ^  ^  £ E lu' .1^ ^  > 0 as n —> + <» , (2.3*l5) 
n 
k k k 
where v^ = E( 2 U' = Z E(U' = Z E(§!)^ • In view of 
^ j=l j=l j=l J 
(2.3'l), (2.3-16) is proved by showing 
k"^ - A^ —> 0 , as n —> +» . (2.3.I7) 
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This is again proved by showing that 
1 ^ 
n Z E(|J) - 0 , as n -->+» , (2.3.I8) 
0=1 ^ ^ 
as using Lemma (2.2.8), - n""*" Z e(§?)1 < ((Iq))"•""-n"""") Z E(|^) 
3=1 ^ j=l ^ 
< (n-kp)(nlq)) ^ Tsp 0(l) —> 0 , as n —> + 0 0 .  To prove (2.3.I8), 
write 8^ = T^ + , and get the inequality 
lA^ - n"^ Z E(|2)1 = n"^lE( Z E + S")^ - Z E(e)j 
j=l ^ 5=1 ^  j=l ^ 
< n'^ E(S"2) + 2(n'^(S"2))^ (n"^ E( Z E-)^)^ 
n j=l J 
_1 k-1 k-h 
+ 2n"-^ Z Z |E(S 1)1 . (2.3.19) 
h=l j=l ^ ^  
Using (2.3.8) and (2.3.13), first term on the right hand side of 
(2.3.19) —> 0 as n —> +00. To handle the second and third terms, 
consider 
n"V 2 f )2 < n-l{ Z E(§!) + 2 Z Z |E(S § )[ } . (2.3-20) 
j=l ^  j=l ^ h=l j=l ^ 
Using Lemma (2.2.8), first term on the right hand side of (2.3.20) is 
n ^ Tjp 0(1) = 0(1) . Again, using (Dl), (D3) and Lemma 2.2.2, 
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jp+(j-l)q (ô+h)p+(j+h-l)q 
jp+(j-l)q (j+h)p+(j+h-l)q «7(2+6) 
m=(j-l)(p+%)+l m'=(j+h-l)(p+q)+l 
. sl/(2+6) 
< Cp2 [a(hq)]S/(2+G)< Cp2(hq)-96/(2+S) (2.3-21) 
Hence, from (2.3.21), since 06 > 2 + 6 , 
n"^ "E" |E(| I )1 < 0 n"^ (k-h)p2 q-*s/(2+S) h-e«/(2+6) 
h=l j=l ^ ^  h=l 
(2.3.22) 
< C kp2 q-86/(2+6)n-l__> 0 as n —> + 00 
Using (2.3.19), (2.3.20) and (2.3.22), one gets (2.3*18). Now, using 
Corollary 2.2.1, 
v"^~® Z Elu' < ckk"^'®/^—>0 as n —> +«. 
n B'J 
Also, from (2.3.I) and (2.3*17) it follows that k ^  > 1 as 
n —> +0D. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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Corollary 2.3.1' If {X^ ^  satisfies (Dl), Condition (H) with 
a(m) =o(m"®) where G > i, (2.3*1) a n d  | X  . j < C < + ® ;  1  <  i  <  n  ,  
n, 1 — 
n > 1 . Then 
n"* A"^ Z X N(0, 1) . 
j=l 
Corollary 2.3*1 has been proved by Withers (1975) under the weaker 
condition a(m) = o(m ^(l<% (log log m)~^^^) . But, such refined 
results are not needed for later chapters. 
D. SLLN and GCT for Dependent RV 
In the first part of this section a SLLN is established for row sims 
of rv's in a triangular array satisfying the strong mixing condition. 
The remainder of the section is devoted to proving the GCT for strong 
mixed sequences of rv's. In the stationary case both SLLN and GCT are 
known to hold for strongly mixed seq.uences of rv's with the only require­
ment that a(n) —>0 as n—> « . (See e.g. McLeish (1975)0 
In the non-stationary case, it is well known (c.f. Chung (1968)) 
that when the X^'s are independent rv's with E(Xj^) = 0 , i > 1 , 
00 
the condition Z [E)x.|9]/i9 < « for any 1 < p < 2 is sufficient 
i=l ^ 
for the SLLN to hold. Cohn (1965a, 1965b) and losifescu (I967) have 
studied the SLLN under the uniform mixing condition. A source for the 
latter results is the book by losifescu and Theodorescu (1969). 
Recently McLeish (1975) have obtained SLLN under both uniform 
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strong mixing conditions and his results seem to be the best so far 
available in the literature. Since we shall use McLeish's SLLN later in 
Chapter IV we now state his main result. First, we need a definition. 
Definition 2.4.1. The sequence {tjt(n)3 is said to be of size -p 
if there exists a positive sequence {L(n)} such that 
(a) 2 (n L(n))'-^ < » ; 
n=l 
(b) L(n) - L(n-l) = 0(n~^ L(n)) ; 
(c) L(n) is eventually non-decreasing; and 
(d) $(n) = O [n^ L(n)]'^ . 
Theorem 2.4.1. Assume {X^} satisfies either Condition (l) with 
0(n) of size -r/(2r-2) (r >2) or else Condition (ll)*with a(n) of 
size -r/(r-2) (r > 2) and suppose for some r/2 < p < r < œ one has 
2 [n"P ElX < œ , (2.4.1) 
n=l 
then with probability 1 
-1 ^ 
n S (X. - E(X.)) —^ 0 as n —> œ . (2.4.2) 
i=l ^ ^ 
Although this result is very satisfactory as far as the moment con­
ditions and the requirement of the size of the mixing coefficient is 
concerned, it does not include the case of a double sequence of rv's. 
We now prove a SLLN for row sums of rv's from a double sequence of rv's 
satisfying Condition (ll). 
2h 
Theorem 2.4.2. If fX._ .] satisfies (D3) and Condition (ll) with 
n, 1 
a(m) = 0(m~®) where © > 1 + 2/ô , then with probability 1 
1 ° 
n Z (X . - E(X .)) —> 0 as n —> » . (2.4.3) 
i=l 
Proof. Using Chebychev's inequality and Corollary 2.2.1 we have 
for every T| > 0 
P{n-M Z [X (-E(X J)i>H3<r2-«Eln-^Z (X^ ,-E(X„ 
(2.4.3) follows by the above inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
The following theorem shows that for uniform mixing sequences of 
rv's satisfying (D3) with 0 < 6 < 2 , the condition on the mixing coeffi­
cient in the previous theorem can be relaxed. 
Theorem 2.4.3. If fX_ .} satisfies (D3) and Condition (l) with 
n, 1 
CO 1 
Z 0^(n) < 00 , then with probability 1 
n=l 
n Z (X . - E(X. ,)) —> 0 as n —» » . (2.4.4) 
Proof. To prove (2.4.4), first we quote the following lemma from 
Ghosh and Babu (1976). 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let [X_ .] be a double sequence of rv's satisfying 
(l) with Z < » and (D3)« Define 
n=l 
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X n,i if ' (2.1..5) 
Vi 
0 otherwise , 
then for any integer m > 2 and any positive integer u = a^ , 
sup E| 2 Y i + uR (m)(log log a ) (2.4.6) 
h > 0 i=l * J. n n 
•where R^(m) = or 0 according as m > or < 2 + 6 ; and 
Kg may depend on m , hut not on n and u . 
Now, define ^'s as in (2.4.$). Using Chebychev's inequality 
and T^mrnm 2.4.1 with a^ = u = n, m = 3, h=0 one gets for every 
T] > 0 
^ ^ ^  Bto-1 
= 0(n"^"^ ), for 6' >0 . (2.4.7) 
It follows from (2.4.7) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma that 
-1 ^ 
n Z (Y ; - E(Y .)) —> 0 a.s. as n > œ , (2.4.8) 
i=l 
thus to show (2.4.4), it is sufficient to show (i) - Y^ —> 0 a.s. 
as n —> 03 , and (ii) E(X^) - E(Y^) —> 0 as n —> » , where 
_1 a _i n 
X  =  n  E X .  a n d  Y  =  n  2  Y  .  •  U s i n g  B o n f e r r o n i  a n d  
n n,i n n,i 
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Chebychev's inequalities and (D3) we have 
n n Î {x„ < P ( U [X i Y ]3 < Z P (X ^ Y 3 
1=1 1=1 
= 2 P{)X -1 > n} < n n'^"^ M = Mn"^"^, (2.4.9) 
i=l 
(i) follows by (S.k.g) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Next, we prove (ii). Using again Chebychev's inequality and (D3) 
one gets 
1=1 ' 1=1 n, i' 
< n"^ 2 EjX < Mn'^'^ . (2.4.lO) 
i=l ' n,i' -
Hence, E(X^) - E(Y^) —> 0 as n —> » , proving (ii). The proof of 
Theorem 2-4.3 is conglete. 
We now prove the GCT for a double sequence {X^ l<i<n, n>l} 
of rv's satisfying Condition (ll). Let F . be the marginal distribu-
''''' _ _i a 
tion function of X 1 < i < n, n > 1 , F (x) = n 2 F .(x) 
n,i' - - - n' n,i 
, ^ -1 ° 
and denote by G (x) = n 2 Ip ^ the empirical distribution 
° i=l L-^n,i -
function based on the sample X^ ' ^n n * 
Theorem 2.4.4. If fX. .1 satisfies Condition (ll) with a(n) = 
n, 1 
0(n where Ô > 1 , then with probability 1 
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sup jG (x) - F (x)l —> 0 as n —> œ . (2.^4-.11) 
-œ < X < « ^ ^ 
Proof. Let k (> 2) be a positive integer to be chosen later. For 
j =1, 2, .., k-1, define x^°? = inf {xj F (x) > j/k] , and define 
x^^Q = -co, x^^2 = <= • It follows by some standard arguments (see e.g. 
Tucker (I967, p. 128)). 
sup lG (x)-F (x)I < max {1g (x[^^)-F (x^°^)l, 
-»<x<« ° ° l<i,ô<k-l ° ° 
|Gn(4j-0) - -0)1} + • (2A.12) 
Given > 0 choose k such that k"^ < '[]/2 . Now k is fixed and it 
does not depend on n . Hence, using Theorem 2.4.2 we can find an n^ 
such that the right hand side of (2.4.12) <7] for n > n^ . The proof 
of the theorem is complete. 
If instead of a double sequence of rv's we consider a single sequence 
[X^; i > 1} of rv's satisfying Condition (ll)* and we let F^ be the 
_1 a 
marginal distribution function of X., i > 1, F = n Z F.(x) and 
^ a i=l ^ 
—1 G (x) = n Z I|.y ^ 1 . Then the GCT for single sequences of rv's 
i=l 
follows by taking the same line of proof as used for proving Theorem 
2.h.h. 
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Theorem 2.4.5. If {X^} satisfies Condition (ll) with a(n) = 
0(n"®) where Ô > 1 , then with probability 1 
sup |G (x) - F (x)l —> 0 as n —> » . (2.4.13) 
-co < X < 00  ^
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III. BAHADUR REEHESENTATION OF SAMPLE QUAHTILES FOR 
NONSTATIONARY MIXIHG PROCESSES 
A. Introduction 
For sequences of independent and identically distributed random 
variables (iidrv's), Bahadur (1966) obtained an elegant almost sure repre­
sentation of a sangle quantile as the average of some centered iidrv's 
plus a remainder term converging to zero at a faster rate. The above 
result leads to simpler proofs for the asymptotic normality, law of the 
iterated logarithm and other limiting properties of a sample quantile. 
In the sequel, this almost sure representation is referred to as the 
strong Bahadur representation of sançle quant ile s (SBRQ). For an exact 
order of the remainder term, and for other refinements in this line, 
reference may be made to Kiefer (1967, 1970) and Eicker (1970) among 
others. 
The lid assumption of the basic rv's has been relaxed to different 
extents by Sen (1968), Dutta and Sen (1971), and Sen (1972). In the first 
of these papers, the results of Bahadur (1966) are extended to m-depen-
dent processes, not necessarily stationary. Similar results are estab­
lished in the second paper for stationary autoregressive processes. In 
the third paper, it is shown that for stationary 0-mixed sequences with 
coefficient 0(n) satisfying 2 $A(n) < +», SBEft holds, but the order 
n=l 
of the remainder term is different from the usual one. Under stronger 
(^-mixing conditions, the order of the remainder term is similar to that 
of Bahadur in the iid case. 
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All the above papers use the same basic techniq.ue of proof as pro­
posed T]y Bahadur (1966). J. K. Ghosh (1971) gives a new and much 
simpler proof of a weaker version of Bahadur's result for iidrv's, which 
suffices for many applications. It may be noted that Ghosh's proof in­
volves fewer assumptions than Bahadur's- The result obtained by Ghosh 
is weaker than Bahadur's in the sense that the remainder term in the 
representation has a weaker order, and it converges to zero in probabil­
ity rather than almost surely. This result of Ghosh is referred to as 
the weak Bahadur representation of sançle quantiles (WBRft). 
In Section B, the WBRQ is obtained for nonstationary strongly mixed 
processes. The result extends J. K. Ghosh's (l97l) result for the inde­
pendence case. Among other things, this representation provides the 
joint asymptotic normality (after suitable standardization) of a fixed 
number of sanrple quantiles. 
In Section C, for non-stationary ^ -mixed processes, one gets a SBBQ 
under some additional assumptions. In the stationary case, a similar 
result with a sharper order for the remainder term is available in Sen 
(1972). It appears, however, that Lemma k.k of Sen (1972, pp. 83-8^) is 
in error, and the author has been unable to obtain the same order for the 
remainder term as Sen's. 
Finally, at the end of Section C, it is shown that a sample quantile 
is strongly consistent for nonstationary 0-mixed processes. 
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B- WBRQ of Sample Quantiles for 
Strongly Mixed Processes 
Let [X., i >1} be a (possibly nonstationary) strongly mixed 
sequence of rv*s. Let R (x) denote the marginal distribution function 
n 
of X. (i > 1), and let F (x) = n" Z F.(x) , n > 1 . Denote by 
^ B i=l 1 
G (x) = n~ S Ip -, the empirical distribution function based on 
° i=l 
the sample X^, * * *' ^ n (& > l); where I is the usual indicator func­
tion. Let Y denote a sample p^^ quantile, i.e. G (Y ) < P < 
n,p ^ n^ n,p - -
G (Y ), 0 <p < 1 . Correspondingly a population p^^ quantile is 
n n,p 
denoted by € and it is assumed that F (E ) = p • 
We shall find it convenient to introduce p^^^ quantiles (where 
typically p^ is close to p). The following assumptions are made. 
Pn - P = 0(n'^) ; (3-2.1) 
= 2 1  ;  (3 - 2 - 2 )  
0 < 1^ < sup < . . (3.2-3) 
The major aim of this section is to have a J. K. Ghosh type WBRQ for 
sample quantiles. With this end, define as in Ghosh (1971) 
M = §„ „ + (P^ - P)/f (L J ; (3.2.4) 
Pn n,P n n''n,p 
with p^ - P = 0(n ^ ) ; and assume 
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-1 
ICPjMj^+tn-i) [{(p_^-p)/yc^y3 ^ tn-4] -f„(l„^p)| 
—> 0 as n —> ® , for all real t ; (3"2"5) 
p = lim inf > 0 , where = n Var(G (| )) . (3.2.6) 
n - œ ° ° B n,p 
The main result of this section is as follows. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose {X^} is a strongly mixed sequence of rv*s 
with mixing coefficient satisfying a(n) =0(n ^  for some 6 > 0 . 
Then, under (3-2.1) - (3-2.3) and (3-2.5) - (3-2.6) , 
(3.2.7) 
and, 
fn(Sn,p) /"n 1' ' <3.2.8) 
Before proving the theorem, we discuss briefly the nature of the assump­
tions. In the stationary case when s F for all i, 5 F and 
§ = E (say) for all n . Then ( 3 - 2 - 2 )  amounts to the existence and 
n,p "j? 
positivity of F'(§p) . Conditions (3-2.3), (3-2.5) and (3-2.6) are 
immediately satisfied. So, the theorem follows from (3-2.1) and (3-2.2) 
with the given mixing condition. A fortiori, this extends the main 
theorem of J. K. Ghosh (l97l) in the iid case. In the case of independent 
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but nonidentically distributed rv's, the need for (3*2-5) and (3.2.6) 
is also mentioned by J. K. Ghosh. Note also that an easily verifiable 
sufficient condition for (3«2.5) is the existence and boundedness of 
F"(X) in a neighborhood of | 
n P 
Proof of Theorem 3-2.1. Once (3*2.7) is proved, (3*2.8) follows 
almost immediately by an appeal to Theorem 2.3*1' To see this, write 
G (E ) = n' 2 Ip -| and verify that in view of a(i) = 0(i ) 
and (3*2.6), conditions for Theorem 2.3*1 are satisfied. Hence, 
n^(p - Gg(5a p)) —^ N(0, 1) . Then, (3*2*7) and (3*2-3) lead 
to (3*2.8). 
To prove (3*2.7), first we quote the following lemma from J. K. Ghosh 
(1971). 
Lemitift 3.2.1. Let and be two sequences of rv*s satis­
fying the following two conditions: 
= Op(l) ; (3.2.9) 
for all k and for all e > 0 , 
lim P(V^ < k, W^>k + e) = 0; (3*2.10) 
n 00 
lim P(W < k, V > k + e) = 0 . (3*2*11) 
n — n — 
n -• ® 
P 
Then, > 0 as n —> œ . 
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Now, first prove (3«2.7) for Y' , the smallest p sanç>le quan-
tile. Define, and = n^(P - G^d^^p)) /fn(ln,p)-
In view of the asymptotic normality of the numerator of , (3*2.3) 
and (3.2.6), (3'2.9) is satisfied. Also, for any real number t , 
-i 
C\ < t] [y;,P < Mp + t [Pn < S^CMp^ + t a'*)] 
[Zt,n - tn]' where ^t,n ' + t n"^) - * t n"^)] / 
fn(Sn,p) ' tn = " V 
(3*2.5), one gets 
tn-t) - . [(p^-p) (^^p) + tn-4] [f„(l„,p)+o(l)] 
= - p + tn'S f^ (§^ ^^ ) + o(n"'^ ) . (3.2.12) 
Then, t^ = t + o(l), that is t^ —> t as n —> » • Next, it is shown 
that 
E(W^ - Z, )2 0 as n » . (3*2.13) 
n u,n 
Writing = n"^ (5n,p) 
^ni = ^[| <X. <M + tn-*: - Ci'V + - ^ i<5n.p» ' 
n,p 1 - Pa 
1 < i < n , one gets 
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E(W„-Zt .)[ 2 E(tP ) + 2 S *Z^E(U U _)] . (3.2.1k) 
B t,n n n,p ni i=i ni+h 
Note that 1U . 1 has the same distribution as IR . - EE . 1, where 
' ni' • ni ni' 
~ Binomial (1,9%!), where G^. = + tn ^ )|, 
—X ^ 1 < i < n . Also, writing 6 = n Z © . (n > l), one gets, 
n i=]_ ni 
n-^ ê E(iÇj) = n-1 S < e,(i - e^) < e, = lF„(l„,p) 
1=1 1=1 
- F (M + tn'^)l . (3.2.15) 
^n 
In view of (3-2.12), (3.2.3) and (3-2.1), it follows that 
n"^ Z Elf. —> 0 as n —> = . (3-2.16) 
i=l 
Again, using Lemma 2.2.2, 
1 
lE(U U )1 < c/(h)E^"^lu < CaP(h)[E(|u l)]l-9 
ni+h 
(3.2.17) 
for some (I+6) ^ < 3 < 1 . Also, 
(3.2.18) 
Next using is f in r for r > 0 , one gets the inequality 
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n , _ %—T - n 
(n"^  E < n"^  Z 9 , = e„ . (3-2.19) 
i=l - 1=1 
Hence, from (3.2.17) - (3-2.19), one gets 
n-1 n-h n-1 n-h ^ . 
Z L 1e(U .U 7^)1 < C E S © .^ < Cn 9 . (3-2.20) 
h=i i=i - h=i 1=1 - ° 
Hence, from (3.2.14), (3-2.16) and (3*2.20), 
E(W^ - ^)^ —^ 0 as n —> » • (3-2.21) 
Next the conditions (3.2.10) and (3.2.11) are verified. In view of 
(3-2.21), [V^ < t] <\] and t^-^t as n > œ , one 
gets. 
F(Tn < > t + e) = P(Zt,„ «) 
< P(W - Z. >c)+P(t + e<W <t +c)—S-0 
— n t,n — n n 
as n —> 00. (3-2.22) 
This proves (3-2.10). Similarly, (3-2.U) is proved. 
Using lemma 3-2.1, (3-2.?) is now proved for the smallest sample 
p^^ quant ile Y' .To prove the result for Y , use the inequality 
n n,p^ n,p^ 
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V - "n ^  \) - "n 2 " «p_^) * «„ ' 
where + n ^  . Together with the fact that n^(Mp, - ) 
= Apn - Pj (Sn,p) = n , (3-2.7) 
is now proved for any sample p^^^ quantile ^ , and in particular 
• 
C. SBRQ of Sample Quantiles for 0-mixing Processes 
Let {X_, i > 1} be a (possibly nonstationary) 0-mixing sequence 
of rv's. The purpose of this section is to prove a SBEQ under (^-mixing. 
However, the assumptions made in Section B do not seem to be adequate in 
getting the desired stronger order for the remainder term. This is 
evidenced also in the iid case by a comparison of the assurât ions of 
Bahadur (19^6) and J. K. Ghosh (1971)* 
The following assumptions are made. 
(i) 0(n) = 0(n"^) ; (3-3-1) 
(ii) For all x in a neighborhood of | , F!'(x) 
n^p 1 
exist and lF^*(x)l < M for all 1 < i <n; n > 1 ; (3-3-2) 
(iii) 0 < inf f,(5n _) < sup f.(S_ _) < « , (3.3.3) 
l<i<n ^ l<i<n 
which inçlies that 
° < if, y5n,p' ^ < - • (3-3-4) 
n > 1 n > 1 
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Note also that (3«3*2) implies that for all x in a neighborhood of 
^n,p ' 
|F^(x)I < M for all n > 1 . (3-3-5) 
The main result of this section can now be stated as 
Theorem 3'3'1« For a (2(-mixed sequence {X^} of rv's satisfying 
(3-3-1) - (3*3*3) a sample p^^ quantile has the representation 
Vp ' ^n,p " (F - /f.Cn.p) + «n ' 
where = 0(n log n) a.s. as n —> » . 
Proof. The proof of the theorem follows closely the lines of Bahadur 
(1966). In particular, it hinges crucially on the following two lemmas. 
Define 
^n = [Sn,p - 5n,p n] . 
Lemma 3'3-l' let be a ^ -mixed sequence of rv's satisfying 
(3.3.1) - (3.3.3). Then, 
sup l(G^(x) - F^(x)) - (G^(§^ p) - V?n,p^^I = ©(n"^/^® log n) 
* ^ n 
a.s. as n—. (3-3.7) 
Lemma 3.3.2. Under the same conditions as in Lemma (3.3.I), = 
X. , c I with probability 1, where X. denotes the t order 
n n ^ 
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statistics among •••, and t^ = np + o(n log n). 
To see how Theorem 3'3«1 follows from Lemmas 3*3*1 and. 3'3*2, the 
argument is essentially repetitive as of Bahadur (1966), and hence is 
sketched only very briefly. First, using a Taylor expansion of F^(Z^) 
about § one gets 
n,p 
• - 5n,p» '(3-3-8) 
for some 0 < 0^ < 1 • In view of (3'3'5); Lemma 3*3-l and Lemma 3-3-2, 
one has 
' Sn,p + tn 'GntS».,)] (Sa,p) + 0(n-ll/2°lcg a) (3.3.9) 
a.S" as n —^ » • 
To prove the theorem for any sample p^^ quantile Y , take now t^^^ = 
n,p n 
[np], and t^^^ = [np] + 1 , and correspondingly define = X 
t_ ':n 
n 
(i =1, 2) . For any sample p^^ quantile | there exists 
n^p 
*n(0 < 1) such that + (l - • Using the 
representation (3*3*9) for each and remembering n'^ t^^^ = 
p + 0(n (i = 1,, 2) , one gets (3«3-6). 
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It remains to prove Lemmas 3'3'1 and. 3-3«2- To prove Lemma 3*3-l^ 
note that defining a = n n, "b = ^ = § + 
n R r 
-1 
ra^b^ , r = 0, +1, .+b^ , it follows by some standard arguments 
that 
sup !(G„(x)-G^Cî, j^)) - l(G„(Vr) 
ce-Ljj r=u,+l,... ,+t>^ 
- Vr,n)l • (3.3.10) 
In view of (3*3-5)) for large n , 
(3.3.11) 
where in the last step (3.3.^) is used. From (3.3-10) and (3.3.11), it 
suffices to show that 
max IV (T1 )-V (§ )) = 0(n~-^/''^log n) 
r=0,+l,...,+b ^ ^ 
' — n 
11/20] 
a-s. as n—> » (3.3.12) 
where V^(x) = G^(x) - F^(x) . 
To prove (3*3.12), we introduce first a few notations. Let {U .; 
n, 1 
i < i < n, n > 1] be a double sequence of rv's satisfying Condition (l) 
kl 
of Chapter II with mixing coefficient satisfying (3*3-l)* It is assumed, 
that P(U^^ = 1) = Pg^ = 1 - = 0) , 1 < i < n, n > 1, where 
K, log n < inf p . < sup p . < IL n ^/^log n , 
i<i<n l<i<n 
(3.3.13) 
- _i n 
where > 0 . Let p^ = n~ Z p^. (n > l) • The proof of (3.3.12) 
i=l 
follows now from the following lemma. 
Lemma 3'3'3» Let 1 < i < n, n >1] be a double sequence of 
rv's satisfying Condition (l) of Chapter II. Also suppose that (?.3'l) 
and (3-3*13) hold. Then for every positive s > 0 , there exist 
> 0, > 0 and n = n (s) > 0 such that 
s s 00
P{n'^ 2 n"^/^°log n] < n"® , (3.3.14) 
i=l 
for n > n . 
— o 
Before proving the lemma, we examine how (3.3*12) follows from it. Note 
that in view of (3.3.2), for r > 0 and for large n , r^ ~ 
Fl(Sn,p) = = Pn,l ' 
1 < r < , 1 < i < n . Thus, from (3.3-3), log n < 
p^ ^  < Kg n log n , uniformly in 1 < i < n and in 1 < r < b^ = 
[^3/20^ . For r < 0 , consider F. (| ) - F.(T1 ) , and get a similar 
1 *n,p 1 n,r ' 
relation. Thus, the conditions for Lemma 3.3.3 are satisfied for large 
n . Hence using Bonferroni inequality, for any s > 0 , there exist 
h2 
> 0, > 0 and n = n (s) > 0 such that for n > n 
s s oo — c 
n 
< 2b n'S = 0(n^/^°"®) . (3-3.15) 
— n s 
Choosing s > 23/20, and using the Borel-Cantelli lemma, (3'3*12) follows 
from (3-3'15)- f^) 
m^J'-l 
n 
To prove Lemma 3.3"3, first define S . = 2 U . (l<j 
^ i=0 
where = [n°'^®], m^^^ = [(n+k^-j)/y, 1 < j < - Then, 
n ^n . 
I "ni ' aeflnlag 
(1 < j < one has E(S ) = <^ 3  < \ )  • Now, 
P( 2 - np^ > log n) 
i=l 
< inf [exp(-hK^^^ n^^^^log n) E{exp(h Z U . -nhp )}] 
h > 0 ® i=l 
= inf [expf-hK^^) n^^^^log n) E( n exp(hS -hm^^^p* ))] • 
h > 0 ^ nj n nj 
(3.3.16) 
Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, one gets 
k k 
E( (j)^* ^ V"^ r efnvnfhV 5 _ km( j)l * n exp(hS Z . (3-3.17) 
1—1 J-1 
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To majorize E[exp(hk^S^.)], first note that from (3"3'l); = 
0(n"^*^^). Thus, one gets the inequality. 
(3.3.18) 
Hence 
E[exp (hk^ ^ n,j+ik ^ [^n,j+ik 0(n"°*^)][exp(hk^) -1].(3.3-19) 
Repeated application of (3.3.19) gives 
mp ^-1 
E[exp(hk S )] < H [l + (p . + 0(n"°*^^))(e3q)(hk ) -1)} . (3-3.20) 
n nj j=o n 
Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality again, E[exp(hk^S^.)] < 
Jj) 
{1 + (p*^ + 0(n~^*^^))(exp(hk^) - l)} ° . Note that ~ 
uniformly in 1 < j < k^ . (% ~ we mean c^/d^ —> 1 as 
n —> 00.) Also, m^^^ k >n-j >n-k for all 1 < j < k • Choosing 
n n — — n — — n 
h = s(Kg^)) ^  n (s > 0 is a constant to be chosen later), one gets 
from (3.3.19) and (3*3.20), 
E[exp(hk^S^)] < n°-55 
+ S(kW)-1 n-°-" p; . + + 0(n-0-56)) 
lA 
i (p^ + 0(n-°-5^)) (:2(K(l))-2 n-°-^ * * ...} 
^ nj b 
0(^-0.01) _ (3.3.21) 
n _ 
It follows now from (3.3*16), (3*3.17) and (3*3.21) that P( Z U^^-np > 
log n) < exp(-s log n + o(n < const n for large n . 
This proves Lemma 3*3.3* 
To prove Lemma 3*3*2, first observe that 
i y - PCZ„ < Sa,p - y + P{z^ > Sa,p + • 
We consider only the case PfZ < | - a ] as the other case can be 
n n,p n' 




= ' (3.3.23) 
But, using (3'3.k), there exists some C > 0, such that a^f^(^) + 
o(a^) > a^C , for large n . Hence, from (3-3-22) and (3'3'23), for 
large n , 
< 5n,p-®n> ^ 2 V' 
= PC L (U*J - EU*.) > na^jCj , (3-3.2^) 
i=l 
where U^^'s are defined similarly as U^^'s in Lemma 3*3-3 with the 
exception that P(U . = l) = F.(ç - a ) = 1 - P(U . = O), 1 < i < n . 
ni 1 =n,p n' ni — — 
m^^^-1 
V = Fi(So,p - S)' (1 < i în,J+ik„ 
(1 < j < ""ere = [(n+k^-j/k^], 1 < j < • 
Also, let S = 2 U . (1 < j < k ) . Arguing similarly as 
i=0 n 
Lemma 3-3*3j one gets the inequality, 
k 
P( s - EU^) > na„ C3 = P( Z - J'' p*.^) > C n) 
i —-L J —-L 
< k ^  Z inf [exp(-hC n^^^log n)exp(-hm(^'^k p*.^) 
^ j=l h > 0 n n nju 
(l + (p^0+0(n"^/^))(exp(hkj - 1)3 ^ ] . (3.3-25) 
k6 
Choose now h = sC ^ n (s > 0 will be chosen later). Then, 
.hin^j)k^p^.O+m^^^log{l + (p^Q + 0(n"^/^))(exp(hkj - l)} 
< -sC'^n'^/^(n-k^)p^.Q + (n^/^+l){(p^Q+0(n"^/^))(sC"^ n"^/^ 
+ ^  s^c"^ n"^^^ + o(n"^^^) (p^Q+0(n"^/^))(s^C'^n"^/^ + o(n~^/^)) 
+ ...} 
= 0(1) . (3.3.26) 
It follows from (3.3.25) and (3.3.26) that, 
P( 2 (U^ - EU^j^) > na^C) < exp(-s log n + 0(l)) < const, n 
i=l 
(3.3.27) 
Choosing s > 1 , it follows from (3.3.2^) and (3.3.27) and the Borel-
Cantelli lemma that Z_ ^ E - a a.s. Similarly, one can show 
n n,p n ^ ' 
^n ^  ^n p ~ ^n proof of Lemma 3.3.2 is now complete. 
The following corollary shows that, for nonstationary Çl-mixed sequen­
ces of rv's, a sample quantile is strongly consistent- The result follows 
immediately by an appeal to Theorems 3.3*1 and 2.4.2. 
Corollary 3.3.1. Let {X^} be a 0-mixed sequence of rv's satisfying 
(3.3.1) - (3.3.3)' Then, with probability one 
„ is '\p - ^n,p> = ° • (3.3.28) 
n > 00 
1^7 
17. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF LBJEAR FUNCTIONS OF 
ORDER STATISTICS FOR NONSTATIONARY 
MIXING PROCESSES 
A. Introduction and Summary 
In this chapter we consider a sequence {X^; i > 1] of rv's that 
satisfies either the ^ -mixing Condition (l) or the strong mixing Condi­
tion (ll) . Let F\(x) be the marginal distribution function of X^ , 
i > 1 . Let X < X _ < . < X be the order statistics for the 
— n:l — n:2 — — n:n 
sample {X^; 1 < i < n} • Consider the statistics 
T^ = n"^ Z j(i/n)X^.^ = J x J(G^(X)) d G^(x) , (4-1.1) 
i=l 
and let 
|i = J X J(F (x)) d F (x) , (4.1.2) 
n w n n 
-1 ^ 
where G (x) = n 2 Ip -, denotes the empirical distribution func-
^ i=l 
— _2 n 
tion and F (x) = n' 2 F.(x) denotes the average distribution func-
^ i=l 1 
tion. J(u) is usually called the weight function. 
In this chapter we are interested in two types of results: 
(i) Almost sure convergence of T^ - , and 
(ii) Asymptotic normality of n^(T^ - n^) • 
For iidrv's. Problem (ii) has received considerable attention (see 
e.g. Bickel (1967), Chernoff et al. (1967), Moore (I968), Stigler (1969), 
Shorack (1972) and Ghosh (1972a)). 
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Ghosh (19721d) has studied Problems (i) and (ii) for stationary 
sequences of m-dependent iv's, using the same representation as that of 
Moore (1968). Recently ïfehra and Rao (1975a) and Gastwirth and Rubin 
(1975a, 1975b) have studied Problem (ii) for stationary (^-mixing processes 
and for a class of stationary strongly mixed processes. 
The basic technique that has been used for proving (ii) is the "pro­
jection method," namely, the representation of ]/n (T^ - p) as n? ^ + 
n^ R^ where ^ behaves as an average of centered rv*s where the 
classical CLT applies, while n^ R^ converges to zero in probability. 
Stronger results have been obtained by Stigler (1969) who showed that 
n^ R^ converges to zero in mean square. Ghosh (1972a, 1972b) studied 
the almost sure (a.s.) rate of convergence of n^ R^ to zero and showed 
that 
n^ R^ = 0(n ^  (log n)^) a.s. as n —> œ . 
We will study Problems (i) and (ii) for nonstationary ^-mixing 
processes following the approach of Ghosh (1972a, 1972b). In Section C, 
the following theorems are proved. 
Theorem 4.1.1. Let {X.} be a strongly mixing sequence of rv's 
satisfying the following conditions 
E < M < œ , i > 1 for some 5 >0 ; (4.1.3) 
a(n) = 0(n"®) , for 6 > 1 + 2/6 ; (4.1.4) 
j(u) is continuous in [0, 1] (4.1.5) 
h9 
Then with probability 1, 
lim (T^ - la^) = 0 . (4.1.6) 
n —> ® 
Remark. It will become clear from the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 
(Section C) that for uniform mixing processes satisfying Assumption 
(4.1.3) with 0 < 6 < 2, the Condition (4.1.4) above can be relaxed to 
00 1 
S (^(n) < 00 . This can be seen by using Theorem 2.4.3 rather than 
n=l 
Theorem 2.4.2 whenever necessary in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. 
Theorem 4.1.2. Let {X^} be a Ç^-mixing sequence of rv*s satisfying 
the following conditions 
F^(x) is continuous, n > 1 ; (4.1.7) 
E < M < 00 , i > 1 for some 5 > 0 ; (4.1.8) 
0(n) = 0(n'®) , with 0 >2 ; (4.1.9) 
J"(u) is continuous in [0, 1] ; (4.1.10) 
sup J [F^(x)(l-F^(x))]^^dx < J [F^(x)(l-F^(x))]^^dx < =, 
_» -co n > 1; (4.1.11) 
then. 
lim inf > 0 , A^ is defined below; (4.1.12) 
n ^  00 
(Tn " (say) N(0, l). (4.1.13) 
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Moreover, with probability 1, 
_ 
n? = 0(n (log n)^) as n —> œ . (4.1.14) 
Further, if instead of (4.1.9), we assume that the coefficient 0(n) 
satisfies 
0(n) = d e"^^ for some d > 0, X>0; (4.1.15) 
then 
nV^(T^-jiJ = nV^(l^^^+Rj (say) —^ N(0,1) , (4.1.16) 
and with probability 1, 
n^ = 0(n ^  (log n)^) as n —> » . (4.1.17) 
The proofs of the theorems are postponed until Section C. 
B. Proof of the Basic Lemma 
The proofs of Theorems 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 follow closely the lines of 
Ghosh (1972b). In particular the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 hinges crucially 
on Theorems 2.4.2 and 2.4.5, while the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 hinges 
crucially on Theorems 2.3-1, 2.4.1 and the following lemma. 
IiPrnnift 4.2.1. Let be a ^ -mixing seq.uence of rv's satisfying 
(4.1.7). If 
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0(n) = 0(n , (^ "2«l) 
then 
sup [F^ (x)(l-F^ (x))]'^ /®1g^ (x) - F^ (x)l = 0(n'^ /^ log n) 
-00 <X <00 
as n —^  œ . 
If 
0(n) = d e for some d > 0. X, > 0 , (^ -2.3) 
then 
3» • S • 
(4.2.2) 
sup [F (x)(l-F (x))]"^ /®1g (x)-F (x)l = O(n"^ (log n)^ ) a-s. 
-œ<X<oo ° ° ° ^ 
as n —> 00 . (U.2.4) 
Remark. Lemma k.2.1 has a long history. For iidrv's as well as 
for stationary m-dependent sequences, Ghosh (1972a, 1972h) has stronger 
versions of Lemma 4.2.1. He proved the result with the exponent -l/8 
replaced by -1/(4+26) for any 6 > 0 , and 0(n ^ (log n)^ ) replaced by 
0(n ^ log n) . For stationary ^ -mixing processes. Sen and Ghosh (1973a) 
have apparently a better result than our (4.2.4). They claimed (see 
their Lemma 3*1) to prove (4.2.4) with the exponent -l/8 replaced by 
- 1/2 + e for any 0 < e < l/2 , and 0(n ^ (log n)^ ) replaced by 
0(n ^  log n) . However, there are several questionable steps in their 
lemma and it does not seem that the result is true for all 0 < g < l/2 • 
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Proof of Lemma 4.2.1. The proof of the lemma is conçleted in three 
steps. 
Step 1. For every e > 0 , the following holds with probability 
> 1-n"^ "® 
sup [F (x)(l-F (x))]""^  Jg (x)-F (x)l (4.2.$) 
-®<x<| n n 
and 
s^up CF^ (X)(1-F^ (X))]"^  1G^ (X)-F^ (x)l = 0(n"^ "®/^ ), (4.2.6) 
§ <x<« 
where 
I =ll= inf {xlF^(x) = g = = inf{xlFjx) =l-n-'^-®}. 
Define, 
H^ (x) = CF^ (x)(l - F^ (x))]~^ /® (G^ (x)-F^ (x)), -«<x<=. (4.2.?) 
Step 2. Suppo-se (4.2.1) holds. Then, for every s > 0 there exist 
°^1 > 0, n^  > 1 such that for n > n. 
P c sup 1h (x)| >K, n'^ Aiog n} < (4.2.8) 
\,1 ^  ^^n,n-l 
If (4.2.3) holds , then, for every s > 0 there exist K£ > 0, n^  > 1 
such that for n > n^ * • 
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P{ sup 1h (x)l > KJ n)®} < 211"^ "® , (lt.2.9) 
where 
= inf {x|F^ (x) = j/n] for 1 < j < n-1 . 
Step 3- If (4.2.1) holds , then , for every s > 0 there exist 
> 0, > 1 such that for n > 
sup |H^ (x)| > Kg leg n} < 2n"^ "® , (4.2.10) 
5 
and for n > 
n ** iH (x)l > K n"3/^  log n) < 2n"^ "^  . (4.2.11) 
n^,n.l ^   ^^  ^
If (4.2.3) holds, then, for every s >0 there exist >0 , 
> 1 such that for n > 
p{ sup |Hjx)| >K^  n'^ Clog n)2) < gn'^ -s  ^ (4.2.12) 
 ^  ^\,1 
and for n > n ' 
— 3 
sup |H (x)) >K' n"^ (log n)^ } < 2n"^ "^  . (4.2.13) 
** "" 
\,n-l 2 ^ ^  5 
Clearly, (4.2.2) follows from (4.2.5), (4.2.6), (4.2.8), (4.2.10), 
and (4.2.11), while (4.2.4) follows from (4.2.5), (4.2.6), (4.2.9), 
(4.2.12) and (4.2.13) using in both the cases the Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Proof of Step 1. To prove (4.2.5), first note that 
P{ sup  ^G (x) / 0] = P{G (I*) / 0] = P[ Z Ip < > 1} 
-œ<X<|  ^ ° i=l  ^5 J 
< El 1^ 2  ^ = n F^ (§*) = n"^ "® . (4.2.14) 
Hence, with probability > l-n~^ ~® , 
sup  ^[F (x)(l-F (x))]"^ G (x)-F (x)l = sup [F (x)/(l - F (x))]^  
-oo<X<| -oo<X<§ 
= CFJ|*)/(1 - Fj§*)]^ <2? n & ^ oi n-l-e/2^  
(4.2.15) 
This proves (4.2.5). -Again, to prove (4.2.6), note that 
P{ inf G (x) A3 = / 1} = P[ U [X > |**]3 |**<x<œ °  ^ i=l  ^
< Z (1 - F.(ç**)) = n'^ "® ; (4.2.16) 
i=l 1 
therefore, with probability > 1 - n ^  ® , 
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** sup [Fj(x)(l-Fjx)]"'^  jG^ x)-F^ (x)l 
§ < X < 00 
= * sup [(1 - F (x)) /F (x)]^  
§ <x<» ° ° 
= <y/2   ^ (4.2.17) 
This proves (4.2.6). 
Proof of Step 2. Using the monotonieity of G^ (x) and F^ (x) it 
follows that for any x s ["n ,71 1, 2 < r < n-1 . we have 
n,r-l n,r^  — — 
- j'n'Vr-l» = 
the upper bound in (4^ 2.18) can be expressed as 
[FJVr)/^ n(Vr-l»^ \tVr' 
= [r/(r-l)]^ /^  [(r-l)(n-r)/n^ ]'^ /® n"^  ; (4.2.19) 
similarly the lower bound in (4.2.18) can be expressed as 
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Cr/(r-l)]^ /® • (t.2.20) 
But for 2 < r < n-1 , 
[{r-l)(n-r)]-^ /® < (n-2)-^ /®, [rCn-r+l)]"^ /® < [2(n-l)]"^ /® and 
CrAr-l)]^ /® < 2^ /® . (4.2.21) 
Hence, by (4.2.18) - (k.2.2l) 
sup |H W| < 2^ /® max |H (l) .)] + 0(n"^ /®) , (k.2.22) 
Vr-lS==^ \,r j=r.r-l " 
2 < r < n-1 ; 
thus. 
sup iH (x)l < 2^ /® max |H (T] )| +0(n"^ /®). (4.2.23) 
Therefore, for proving (4-2.8), it is sufficient to shew that for 
every s > 0 there exist > 0 , n^  > 1 such that for n > n^  ^
P{ max iH (T] )| > iC n"^ /^  log n} < 2n"^ "® . (4.2.24) 
1 < j < n-1  ^  ^
?y the Bonferroni inequality 
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P{ max iH (T1 )| > IL n'^ /^ log n} < \ P{|H (T| J| >ILn"3/l\og n} 
Kj <11-1 j=l  ^l<ô<n. 
n-1 
< Z n-3/^  log nj 
n —J. 
+ - " h n}] . (h.2.2^ ) 
Now, to get exponential bounds for the probabilities in (4.2.2$), 
first note that for 1 < j < n-1 , 
- h log > h] (4.2.26) 
where 8 . = 2 Y , Y. = Y(n,j,i) = 1,- , and h = h = 
J i=l ^   ^ i n,j-^  
K^ [j/n(l - j/n)]^ /^  n^ /^ log n , 1 < j < n-1 , 1 < i < n . Following 
the same technique used in the proof of Lemma 3.3-1 in Chapter III, let 
m^ ^^ -1 
- h '  1 5 ^  ^  ' 
™n^  ^= [(n+k^ -j2)/k^ ] , 1 < £ < • Also let p(n,j,i) = pu = E(Y.) = 
(m(^ )-l) 
"I'Vj)' = h = = (4'^)"' "(V ' 
k 
1 < 3 < n-1, 1 < i < n, 1 < i < men,  ^ j) = 
Pn = n ^  = n"^  p* , 1 < j < n-1, and ~ 
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f or $j — 2 ^ * * * 3 • 
Using the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality and carrying out steps 
analogous to (3-3-16) - (3-3-20) one gets , 
P{S„ . > n ÏÏ + h} < inf k'^  Z exp(-t k p* - th + A) (4.2.2?) 
n.a - n ' - t > 0 ° A=1 ° ^ 
where 
 ^' A(n,j,4) = "i''' !<« (1 + Cîl + * ^ 15 • 
Choose t = t/ = [j/n(l - j/n)] n = 0(n~^ '^^ ®^) . Then, 
Using now the expansion log(l+x) = x - x^ /2 + C(x^ ) as x —> O , 
one gets , 
A = + 0(n-7A^ ))(tk^ +t%/2 + 0<tV)) - {|)(p* + 
(tk^  + t^ kg/2 + 0(t\^ ))2 + O(t^ k^ )} . 
Recall ~ so t^  k^ ) = Ofn'^ /^lTG) ^  Q(i) , Hence, 
A = ?! t kn + (#) -n" " ?%)*= "n + °(l) = 4^ ' ?! ^ ^ +^0(1) 
(using p*(l - pp < c^ k^  Pj^ (l-P^ ) = c^ k^  [j/n(l - j/n)]) • 
Therefore, from (4.2.27) 
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P{S^  j > n + h] < exp(- log n + 0(l)) < n~^ ~® for n > , 
(4.2.28) 
by choosing > 2+2s , s > 0 . Similarly, for large n 
P {S_ . < n p -h} < . (14..2.29) 
n,j — -^ n •* — 
Therefore, (4.2.8) follows from (4.2.23) - (4.2.29). 
To prove (4.2.9) we first derive an inequality similar to (4.2.2?) 
"but in this case we set = [c log n] where Xc > 1 . Then, (Z((k_^ ) , 
0(n"^ )^ = 0(n"^ ) . 
Hence, 
P{S . > n p + h] < inf Z exp(-t m^ "^  ^k p* - th + A) , (4.2.30) 
n t > 0 ° £=1 n n & 
where A = A(n,j,j&) = m^ "^  ^log {l + [p* + 0(n~^ )][e  ^- 1]} , and 
h = h(n,j) = [j/n(l - j/n)]^ ^^  n^  (log n)^  . 
Choose t = t(n,j) = [j/n(l - j/n)]"^ /^  n"^  = 0(n'^ /®) . Using 
again the expansion log(l + x) = x - x^ /2 + 0(x^ ) as x —> 0 , one 
gets, 
A = m^ ^^ {(p*+0(n'^ ))(tk^  + t^ k^ +0(tV)) - ( |)(p* + 0(n'^ ))^  
(tk^  + t^ tf/2 + 0(t\^ ))2 + 0(t\^ )} 
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Note that t^ )^ = 0(n~^ /®(lcg n)^ ) = 0(l) , and n~^ tk^ ) 
= 0(n . Hence, 
 ^ + (i) p*(l - pp + 0(1) 
< p* tk^  + c^ o^ (log n)® + 0(1) . 
Thus, for large n 
_-2-s 
y > n + h} < exp {- (K^  - c^ c2)(log n)^  + 0(l)} < n" 
(4.2.31) 
by choosing such that (K^  - c^ c^ ) > (2 + 2s), s > 0 . 
Similarly, for large n 
P [S^  j < n p^  - h} < n'^ "® . (4.2.32) 
Hence, (4.2.9) follows from (4.2.23), (4.2.31) and (4.2.32). 
Proof of Step 3. We will prove (4.2.10) as (4.2.11) follcws si mi -
_ 4 /^ 2+e, T  ^  ^r_l+e-
As in (4.2.23) we have that 
larly. Let = inf {xj F^ (x) = j/n } , 1 < j < [n ®] = n^  . 
sup lH^ (x)| < 2^ /® max 1hJ§ .)] + 
n^,l - - ^n,n^  1 < J < ^ o (4.2.33) 
Hence, for proving (4.2.10), it is sufficient to show that for every 
s > 0 , there exist > 0 , n^  > 1 such that for n > n^  
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P{ max Ik (? )1 > K log n] < (L.2.3!,)  
By using the Bonferroni inequality it follows that the left hand 
side of (^ .2.3^ ) is bounded by 
Z  ^^ < " ^2 1% n]] .(4.2.35) 
As before, we now get exponential bounds for the probabilities in 
(ij-.2.35)* First note that for 1 < j < n^  , 
- 2^ n] = P{S^  j - n > h] , (4.2.36) 
where h = h(n,j) = IL[(j/n^ ^^ )(l - n^ ^^  log n and S 
n ^  i^' defined as in (4.2.26) of Step 2 but 
this time Ï. = Y(„ J 1) '\x. <t \ • 
* 1 — n^ j-" 
As in (4.2.27), we have that 
P{S . > n p + h] < inf k ^  Z exp(-t kn p* - th + A), (4.2.3?) 
^ n,j - -^n ' - t >0 " £=1 " ^ 
where 




= t(a,j) = [(j/n2+S)(l -
= 0(n 9/88 + e/8^  _ 0(2) if e < 9/11 . Using the expansion 
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log(l + x) = X - x^ /2 + O(x^ ) as x —> 0 , one gets 
+2^2 
A =  ^o(n-3^ ))(tk^  *-2^ * 0(tV)) - (|)(p* + 
t^ k^  
(tk^  + -gS + 0(tV))a + C(t\3(p* + o(n-3^ ))3)] . 
k 
 ^ — — / \ , 2+e 
Also note that k^  E ~ j) = j/n , 1 < Ô < % = 
—^1 
so p* < E p* = 0(k^  n"^ ) = 0(n"'''®) . Then, 0(in^ '^  {p* + 
0(n-3A))3) = o(1-^ 3T/88*3,/S  ^. 0(1) and cXm^ '^n'^ Atk ) . 
n n 
0(a-5/22 + V8) , ,(1) . 
Hence, 
A < P% tk^  + kgt^  p*/2 + 0(l) = p% tk^  + 0(l) , 
by using the fact that p^  = 0(n 1 • 
Hence, using (k.2.37) and (k.2.38) one gets, for large n 
P{S^  j > n p^  + h] < exp(- Kg log n + 0(l)) < (4.2.38) 
by choosing Kg > 2 +2s + e, s > 0 
Similarly, for large n 
P {S < n p - h] < n'2-8-e . (4.2.39) 
J II 
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Hence, (4.2.10) follows from (4.2.33) - (4.2.39). 
Finally, we prove (4.2.12) as (4.2.13) follows similarly. In view 
of (4.2.33), for proving (4.2.12) it is sufficient to show that for every 
s > 0 3 > 0, n^ >l such that for n > n^  
P { max IH (§ )1 > K' n"^  (log n)^ } < 2n^ "® . (4.2.4o) 
1 < j < n ° 
— — o 
3y the Bonferroni inequality it follows that the left hand side of 
(4.2.4O) is "bounded by 
Z n'^ dog n)2] + P{H^ (S^  j) < -K^  n"^ (log n)^ }] . 
(4.2.4]) 
As in the proof of (4.2.9) we obtain the following inequality 
 ^^ j - n > h] 
k 
< inf kZ £ expC-t k p. - th + A) , (4.2.42) 
~ t > 0  ^i=l " ° ^ 
where A = A^  ^ = m^ ^^  {(p* + 0(n"^ ))(tk^  + t^ k^ /2 + 0(t\^ )) - ( | ) 
(p* + 0(n"^ ))2(tt + t^ k2/2 + 0(tV))2 + 0((p* + 0(n'^ ))^ (t\^ ))3 , 
= [c log n], h = h(n,j) = K^ [j/n'^ ^^ (l - n"^  (log n)^  and 
choosing t = t(n,j) = [j/n^ *^ (l - n"^  = 0(n"^  ^ ®/®) . 
Also note that p* = 0((log n)n~^ ) . Then 0(m^ \^p* + 0(n"^ ))^ tV) = 
0(n-3A +3e/8(i^  n)^  ) = 0(l), n'^  t k^ ) = C(n"^  ^ ®/®) = 0(l) 
by choosing e > 0 sufficiently small. Hence, 
A < p* t + t^ k^  m^ )^ p* + 0(l) = m^ ^^  p* t k^  + 0(l) , (4.2.^ 3) 
using ih.2.h2) and (^ .2.^ 3), one gets, for large n 
P [S . - n p > h] < exp[- Kl (log n)^  + 0(l)} < n'^  (1+.2.UU) 
n^ j n  ^
by choosing such that > (2 + 2s + e), s >0 . 
Similarly, for large n 
Hence, (^ .2.12) follows from (^ •2.33) and (4.2.^ 0) - {k.2.k^ ). The 
proof of the lemma is complete. 
C. Proof of the Main Theorems 
In this section the Theorems k.l.l and U.1.2 stated in Section A are 





Cl " J* x[J(Ga(x)) - J(Fjx))] d G^ (x) , (4.3.2) 
—CO 
and 
I* 2 = I X J(F^ (x)) d (G^ (x) - Fjx)) . (4.3.3) 
Clearly, 
* 
I n ll <[ sup lJ(G^(x)) - j(F^(x))l][ J 1x1 d G^(x) - J Ix] dF^(x)] 
' -cd <x <00 
+ [ sup 1j(G^ (x)) - J(F^ (x))1] J 1x1 d F^ (x) • (4.3.4) 
—co  ^ x  ^ 00 
Now, using Theorem 2.4.5 and the fact that J(u) is uniformly continuous 
in [0, 1] (because by (4.1.15), J(u) is continuous in [0, 1]) it 
follows that, with probability one 
lim [ sup lJ(G^ (x) - J(F^ (x))l] = 0 . (4.3.5) 
n > CO -00 < X < ® 
Using (4 .1 .3 )  we have that 
r 1x1 dF (x) = n"^ 2 E \X \ < n"^  2 (l+e1x. 1 ^ '^ )^ < (1+M) < = . 
 ^ i=l  ^ i=l  ^
(4.3.6) 
Theorem 2.4.1 yields, with probability one 
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J Ixl dGjx) - J 1x1 dF^ (x) = n'^  2 (Ix.j - ElxJ)-^  0 
(k.3.7) 
as n —> 00 
Thus, by (k.g.k) - (ii-.3'7) it follows that with probability 1 
I , > 0 as n —> 00 . (4.3.8) 
n,± 
I * By an appeal to Theorem 2.4.2, it follows that I _ —> 0 a.s. as 
n,^ ; 
 ^ 1  ^
n —> « by noting that I _ = n E [X. J(F^ (xJ) - E(X.J(F^ (X. ))] 
Tif£- ^^  X HI 1 XI X 
and using the fact that eIx^  J(F^ (X^ ))1 < K eIx.}^ "^  ^< KM < » , 
by (4.1.3). Hence, Theorem (4.1.1) is proved. 
For proving Theorem 4.1.2 we use the representation 
= :%,! + In,2 + In,3 ' 
where 
1%^ ! = J X J'(F^ (x))(G^ (x)-F^ (x)) dF^ (x) + J x j(F^ (x)) d (G^ (x)-F^ (x)), 
(4.3.10) 
n^,2 = j" x[J(G^ (x)) - J(F^ (x)) - (G^ (x) -F^ (x))j'(F^ (x))] dG^ (x), (4.3-11) 
and 
= J x(Gjx) - F^ (x)) J'(F^ (x)) d (G^ (x) - F^ (x)) . (4.3-12) 
6? 
Integrating by parts the second term of I  ^ using that 
n,-L 
lim X F.(x) = lim x(l - F.(x)) = 0 for i > 1 , and the fact that 
X -co X -* 00 
1 J(u)l < c^  for u e [0, 1] , it follows that with probability 1 
n^,l = I (Gn(x) - F^ (x)) J(F^ (x)) dx = n"^  L H^ (X.) , (4.3.13) 
-CO ^ 
00 
where H^ (X^ ) = - J (![% < x] " ^ iCx)) J(F^ (x))dx . 
—CO 
Now, 1 < i < n] is a double sequence of ^ -mixing rv's 
with E(H^ (X^ )) =0, 1 < i < n, n > 1, and satisfying (k.l.g) and 
(4.1.12), then by Theorem 2.3.I it will follow that 
n^ A'^  I = n"^ A"^  Z H (X ) —^  N(0, l) , (4.3.14) 
XI il ^ ^  Xl • « xX X 1—X 
-1 a 
where = E [n % Z H(x.)]^ , if we can show that 
n i=i ° ^ 
e1HJX.)I''  < » ,  i  > 1 .  (4.3.15) 
To prove (4-3.15), use the fact that |j(u)| < c^  for u e [0, 1] , 
and Tonelli's theorem. Then, 
ElHjx.)!^ 4 Et ;°1 n < y,] - F,(yj))l n dy J 
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2^  00 00 U  ^
= C r ... r E|n (Ir , ^ 1 - F.(y,))| ndy, . (4.3.16) 
"CD —00 ^ 
Applying Holder's inequality three times we have 
(4.3.17) 
By using (U.3.16) and (4.3.1?), it follows that 
ElKjxpi'' < { ;°[(1-P.(x))'' rj(x)+(Fj(x))''(l-P.(x))]^ d^x]''. 
(4.3.18) 
Using the inequality (a+b)^  < a^  + a,b >0, 0 < r < 1, we obtain 
e1h^ (X.)1^  < {J (l-F.(x))(F.(x))^ /^ +F.(x)(l-F.(x))^ d^x}^  
-00 
< [2 J [(1 - F\(x)) F\(x)]^ /^  dx}^  < CO , n > 1 , 
"" (k.3.19) 
because of Assumption (k.l.ll). Hence, (4.3-14) holds. 
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Therefore, to prove (U.I. I3 )  and. (4.1.1k), it is sufficient to 
show that with probability one as n —> œ 
\,2 = ° (log n)2) , (4.3.20) 
and 
n^,3 
= O (n'^ /^  (log n)2) . (4.3.21) 
To prove the first part, (4.3.2 0), use a Taylor's expansion and 
get 
N^,2 =  ^i ^ j [x(Gjx) - F^ (X))2 J"(0 GJX) - (1-6) F^ (x))] dG^ (x) 
•GO 
(4.3.22) 
for some 0 < 0 < 1 . In view of Lemma 4.2.1 and (4.1.10) 
1 < 0(n"^ /^ (l% n)2) J 1x1 d G^ (x) 
•00 
< [0(n"^ /^ (log n)2)][ J 1x1 dG^ (x) - J 1x1 dF^ (x)] 
—CO —CO 
+ [O(n'^ /^ (log n)2)] J 1x1 dF^ (x) . (4.3.23) 
Using Assumption (4.1.18), Theorem (2.4.1) and proceeding as in 
(4.3.7) - (4.3.8) one gets, I _ = 0(n"^ ^^ (log n)^ ) a.s. as n —> œ 
Ufd 
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Finally, consider I _ . Note that with probability 1 
= (2n)'^  J X J'(F^ (x)) dG^ (x) + ( | ) J X J'(F^ (X)) d (G^ (X)-F^ (X)) . 
-00 -CO 
(4.3.24) 
Also note that (j'(u)| < for u e [0, 1] . Thus, 
In"^  J X J'(F^ (X)) dG^ (x)l < CG n"2 L (XJ 
i=l 
<C N'^  [N"^ E (IX 1 -ELX |)] 
i=l  ^
T -, n 
+ c n"-^  [n"-^  E E|X,|] . (4.3-25) 
i=l  ^
Using again (4.1.8) and Theorem 2.4.1 we get that the left hand side of 
(4.3.25) is 0(n ^ ) a.s. as n —> « . 
Integrating by parts, we have, with probability 1 
Jx J'(F^ (x))d(G^ (x)-F^ (x))^  
•GO 
= -J'(G^ (X)-F^ (X))2 J'(FJX)) dx - J (Gjx)-F^ (x))2xj"(Fjx)DF^ (x) 
(4.5 .26) 
Using again Lemma 4.2.1 and Assumption (4.1.10), it follows that 
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1 J X J'(F^ (x)) d (G^ (x) - F^ (x)^ L 
—® 
< 0(n"^ /^ (log n)2) J [F^ (x)(l - ^ (x))]^  ^dx 
-00 
+ 0(n"^ /^ (log n)2) J jxl d F^ (x) , (4.3-27) 
—CO 
"by (4.1.8) and (4.1.11) it follows that the left hand side of (4.3.27) 
is 0(n ^ ^^ (log n)2) a.s. as n —> » . Hence, I _ = 
n,3 
0(n ' (log n)^ ) a.s. as n —> m . This proves (4.1.13) and (4.1.14). 
Similarly, one can prove that (4.1.16) and (4.1.17) hold. 
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V. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF ONE-SAMPLE RANK 
ORDER STATISTICS FOR 
MIXING PROCESSES 
A. Almost Sure Convergence of One-Sample Rank 
Order Statistics for 
a-mixing Processes 
For a broad class of one-sample rank order statistics, almost sure 
(a.s.) convei^ ence is established in this section- This result is of 
importance for the study of properties of sequential rank tests and of 
estimates based on rank order statistics (see e.g. Sen and Ghosh (1973^ , 
The asymptotic normality of the one-sample rank order statistics for 
Consider a double sequence of rv's [X^  1 < i <n, n>l} satis­
fying Condition (ll) of Chapter II. Let F . (x) denote the marginal 1 
distribution function of X and assume F .(x) is continuous, 
For a sample (X ., X «, .•., X ) consider the usual one-sample 
rank order statistics 
197^ )). 







where R . = S Iriy I <' Iv 11; 1 5 1:5 and J(u) is the 
j=l 1 l^ n,il-' 
score-function continuous in (O, l) . We may also work with J (u). 
where the function J^ (u), 0 < u < 1, satisfies 
lim J IJ^ (u) - J(u)l du = 0 . (5.1.2) 
n ^  o 0 
Assume that J e i.e. J |j(u)|^ du < œ for some r > 0 , to 
0 
be specified later. We can express in (5.I.I) as 
n^ " I L^ (x)/(n+l))d G^ (x) ; (5.1.3) 
0 
00 
also define = J J(H^ (X)) d F^ (x) . 
The following^ theorem extends Theorem 1 of Sen (1970b). 
Theorem 5.1.1. Suppose {X .] satisfies Condition II, and suppose 
n, 1 
that the following assumptions hold. 
n^ i(*^  " Fg^ x) is continuous, 1 < i  <n, n>l; (5.I.U) 
J(u) is continuous in (O, l) and J e (5.I.5) 
a(m) = 0(m"®) with 0 > 1 + 2/6 .  (5.1.6)  
Then, 
lim (T^  - t^ ) =0 a.s. (5.I.7)  
n 00 
TU 
Proof. First note that in view of (5'1*5)> J |j(u)( du < 
0 
Thus, for every e > 0 , there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
,6 1 
J J lJ(u)l du < eA • (5-1-8) 
0 1-6 
Also, J(u) is continuous on (O, l) . Hence, for every e > 0 , 
there exist where 0 < Gg < 6^ /2, 6^  + Sg = 6 such that 
sup sup 1 J(u+v) - J(u)l < eA • (5.1.9) 
|vl <62 6i<u<l-6^ 
Defining a^  = sup{xlH^ (x) = "b^  = inf{x|Hn(x) = 1-6^ ] and 
noting that dF < dH , dG < dL we have 
n — n n — n 
I ^ n  •  =  1  I  L^ (x)/(n+l)) d G^ (x) - J J(H^ (X)) d F^ (x)] 
0 0 





n 00 n 00 












= J I J(n Ljx)/(n+l))- j(H^ (x))l dGjx) , (5.1.13) 
b 
= I J J(Hjx))d(Gjx)-Fjx))l = In-1 Z (Z^ .^ -2(2^ ,1))! , 
(5.1.1k) 
with Z . = J(H (X .)) if a < X . < b and Z . = O otherwise , 
n,i n^  n,i" n — n,i — n n,i ' 
1 < B) n > 1 . Using (5.1.4), (5.1.5) and defining H^ (x) =F^ (x) -
< J |J(Ha(x))|2+5 d ^(x) = J |J(Ha(x))|2+S a p^fx) 
0 0 
< J lJ(Hjx))I^'^^ d H^ (x) = J lj(u)l^'*'^ du < 0 0 .  (5.1.15) 
Hence, by Theorem 2.4.2 it follows that lim =0 a.s. 
n  ^
It remains to show that for every e > 0 , I^ ^^  + I^ ^^  < g/2 a.s. as 
n —> 00 . By Theorem 2.4.4 it follows that for every 0 < Gg < Sg as 
n —^  00 
sup IGjj(x) - F^ (x)l < Gg/Z a.s. , (5.I.I6) 
-00 < X < 00 
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this along with the fact that (n+l) ^ < ôg - 62 ° sufficiently 
large leads to 
sup |n L (x)/(n+l)-H (x)l < sup jH (x)/(n+l){ + sup (n/(n+l)) 
x > 0  °  ^  X  >  0  ^  X  >  0  
• I Ljx) - H^(x)l 
< l/(n+l) + sup 1g (x) - F (x)| 
x>0 ° ° 
+ sup 1g (-x')-F (-x)l 
x>0 ^ ^ 
< (Ô2 - + 6^ /2 + 6^ /2 = a.s. as 
n —> 00 . (5.1.17) 
Hence, n L^ (a^ )/(n+l) - H^ (a^ ) < 6^  a.s. as n —> œ . So, 
n L^ (a^ )/(n+l) < 6 a.s. as n —> » . (5.I.I8) 
Also, - n L^ (b^ )/(n+l) < 6^  a.s. as n—> œ. So, 
n L^ (b^ )/(n+l) >1-6 a.s. as n —> » . (5.I.I9) 
Therefore, using (5.1.8), (5.1.12) and (5.I.I8) -  (5.I.I9),  it 
f 2 ) follows that < eA a.s. as n —> » . Similarly using (5.I.9) ,  
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(5'1-13) and (5.I.I7) it follows that < eA a.s. as n —> « . 
The proof of Theorem 5.1.1 is conçlete. 
Remark 1. If instead of j(i/(n+l)) we consider J^ (i/(n+l)) 
-1 ^ 
satisfying ($.1.2) then |T^  - n Z J(R^  ^ /(n+l))  ^ —> O 
a.s. as n —> », and hence. Theorem 5'1-1 remains valid. 
Remark 2. If j(u) = (^(l+u)/2), (O < u < l) where #(x) is 
the standard normal distribution, then T^  is called the normaT scores 
statistics and when *(x) = x over (-1, l), T^  is called the signed-
rank statistic. For these choices of (^x) and for many other distri­
bution functions like logistic, double exponential, etc.. Sen and Ghosh 
(1971) have shown that there exists t^  such that 
1 
J exp(t J(u)) du < OS for all t < t^  , 
0 
which implies that 
J 1J(u)1^  du < 00 for all r >0 . 
0 
It follows that, for these important cases. Assumption (5-l*5) of Theorem 
5.1-1 is satisfied for any 6 > 0 and therefore Assumption (5.1.6) about 
the mixing coefficient reduces to the assumption a(m) = 0(m with 
0 > 1 . 
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B. Chernoff-Savage Representation of One-Sample 
Rank Order Statistics for 
9^ -mixing Processes 
For the problem of two independent samples, Chernoff and Savage 
(1958) considered an elegant decomposition of a rank order statistics 
into a principal term involving averages of independent rv's (where the 
central limit applies) and a remainder term which converges to zero, in 
probability, as the sample sizes increase. Similar decomposition for 
the one-sample rank order statistics were studied by Govindarajulu (1960), 
Puri and Sen (1969) and Sen (1970a), among others. Hajeck (1968) and 
Huskova (1970) relaxed the regularity conditions to a certain extent by 
using a powerful variance inequality along with the polynomial approxima­
tions of absolutely continuous score functions (of bounded variation). A 
third approach to the problem was introduced by lyke and Shorack (1968a, 
1968b). They attacked the problem of asymptotic normality of rank order 
statistics through weak convergence of certain related empirical pro­
cesses. 
The study of the behavior of rank order statistics under dependence 
was first considered by Serfling (1968b). He proved the asymptotic 
normality of the two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum statistics for stationary 
mixing sequences of rv's. Sen and Ghosh (1973a) obtained a Chernoff-
Savage representation for the one-sample rank order statistics for 
stationary uniformly mixed sequences of rv's. Recently Fears and Mehra 
(197^ ) have used the Pyke-Shorack approach in dealing with rank order 
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statistics for stationary uniformly mixed sequences of rv's. (See also 
Mehra and Rao (1975b).) 
The object of the present section is to establish a Chernoff-Savage 
representation for the one-sample rank order statistics for 0-mixing 
rv's (with F\(x) = F(X), i >l) in which the remainder term converges 
to zero, almost surely, at the rate 0(n (T] > O), as n —> » . 
This representation and the central limit theorem established in Chapter 
II will give us the asymptotic normality of the one-sample rank order 
statistics. 
Let [X^ , i >1} be a uniformly mixed sequence of rv's with mixing 
coefficient satisfying 
0(n) = d exp(-Xn) for some d > 0, X > 0 , (5 .2.1) 
let F^ (x) be the marginal distribution function of X^ , i > 1 and 
assume that F\(x) is continuous for i > 1, assume also that 
sup sup F^ (x) < 00 , (5 .2 .2)  
- o o < x < o o  n > 1 
and 
F.(x) = F(x) , i > 1 . (5.2.3) 
_ n _ 
where F (x) = n 2 F.(x) . Define H.(x) = F.(x) - F.(-x) , H (x) = 
n  1 1 1  n  
-1  ^
n 2 H.(x) . Also, let G (x) be the empirical distribution function 
i=l  ^  ^
of the sample (X^ , X^ , ..., X^ ), and let I,^ (x) be the empirical dis­
tribution function of the sample dX^ ) , (Xg) , .. ., )X^ | ) . Note that 
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H^ (x) = F^ (x) - F^ (-x) and L^ (x) = G^ (x) - G^ (-x"). 
Consider the usual one-sample rank order statistics 
"[X. > 0] ' <5.2.^ ) 
1=1 ' 1 — 
n 
where R j=i L'-j' 
are explicitly known rank scores which satisfy the following assumptions 
'n,i= I^X.l <1X.1]' (1/(1+1)), l<i<n 
J 1 ' .V — * l' 
J^ (i/(n+l)) = E(j(Ua i)) or Jji/(n+l)) = J(i/(n+l)), (l < i < n), 
(5-2.5) 
where (U ,^ .... U ) is the order statistic of a random sample from 
n,l' n,n' 
the uniform [0, 1] distribution, and j(u) = J ((l+u)/2) is an 
absolutely continuous and twice differentiable score function such that 
there exist 0 < k < « and 0 < y < l/8 such that for 0 < u < 1 , 
= 1  ^  ^ i < K[u(l-u)]^  \ r = 0, 1, 2. (5.2.6) 
d u 
Note that (5.2.6) implies that 
lj(^ )(u)| < K*(l-u) ^   ^, r = 0, 1, 2. (5.2.7) 




= J j(H^ (x)) dF^ (x) and = J J(HJX)) dF^ (x), i < i < n . 
0 ' 0 
Theorem 5'2.1. Let {X^ } be a uniformly mixed sequence of rv's 
satisfying (5*2.1) - ($.2.3). Suppose T^  as defined in (5.2.^ ) satis­
fies (5.2.5) - (5.2.6) and assume lim inf > 0 , whore = 
n "^co 
1 n 
E [n'2 Z (B (X ) - u , )]2 , then i=l ° ^ 
= ©(n"^ )^ , (T1>0), a.8. as n —> œ , (5-2.8) 
where B^ (Xj^ ) and are defined in (5*2.10). Moreover, 
1 1 Z 
V (^n " ^n^ ^ KO, l) . (5*2*9) 
Proof. We express T^  as the sum of a principal term (involving 
the average over n random variables satisfying Condition (l) of Chapter 
11) and six higher order terms. In Lemma, 5*2*2, it is shovra that all 
these higher order terms are 0(n ^  ^), (T) > O) a-s* as n —> œ , 
while in Lemma 5*2*1 the version of the central limit theorem (Theorem 
(2.3*1) for mixing sequences of rv's given in Chapter II as applied to 
the principal term yields the desired result. 
First note that in (5.2.4) may be written as 
Tn = J J^ (n L^ (x)/(n+l))d G^ (x) . 
0 
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Using this integral form of , consider the following represen­
tation of T 
n 
1 B 
= n Z BjX^ ) + , (5.2.10) 
i=l 
where 
' f <^ X^ <x] - "iW J'(H„W) a F^ (x), i < i < n. 
and 
= J [Jn(n L^ (x)/(n+l)) - J(n L^ (x)/(n+l))] dG^ (x); (5.2.11) 
Cn^ 2 = J [J(n I.^ (x)/(n+l)) - J(H (^x))] d G (^x); (5.2.12) 
n 
= J [J(nL^ (x)/(n+l))-j(H^ (x)) -(nL^ (x)/(n+l) -H^ (x)) 
0 
J'(H%(x))]dG^ (x); (5.2.13) 
n^ 
n^> = ((-l)/(n+l)) J Ljx) J'(H (^x)) d G (^x); (5-2.1^ +) 
0 
n^ _ _ 
'^ n,5 = J (Gn(x) " F^ (x)); (5.2.15) 
0 
% 
Si 6 = • J - V*)) J'(Hjx)) d Fjx) , (5.2.16) 
' 0 
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where we define = sup {x)H^ (x) = 1 - n~^ /^  ^  for seme 0 < e < 
/^TJ e is an arbitrarily small positive quantity to be chosen later. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Let {X^ } be a uniformly mixed sequence of rv's 
satisfying (5 .2.1) and (5 .2 .3) .  Suppose J(u) satisfies (5 .2 .6)  and 
_i n 
lim inf > 0 , where Ap = E [n~^  2 (B (%-) - ^  • )]^  > then 
n - »  °  ^  i = i  a  1  B ' l  
1 n Z 
n ^  A S (B (X ) - u .) > N(0, l) . (5-2.17) 
1=1 " i 
Proof. First note that {B^ (X^ )3 is a double sequence of rv's 
which satisfies Condition (l) of Chapter II with the mixing coefficient 
satisfying (5.2.1). Thus, to prove (5.2.1?), we will veri^  the condi­
tions of Theorem 2.3 .1 .  
To begin with, note that (2+Y)(-1/8 + Y) > -1 where Y is defined 
in (5.2.6), this along with dF < dH, where H(X) = F(X) - F(-X), yield 
e1b^ .^(X.)1^ "^  = J |J(H (x))]^ d^F (x) =J lj(u)l^ '^ du < 00. 
0 0 
Next, let be a random variable independent of X^ , ..., X^  with 
distribution function F^ (x) and define d^ (X., x) = I^  ^^  
^^ [jX-l < x]~ Hi(x)) J'CH^ Cx)) for all real x . Then B^  gfx^ ) = 
E(d^ (X^ ,y^ )IXj^ ) for 1 < i < n . Hence, 
m 
0  ^
J J >f^ |x,l<y]-V=»(I[ix|<y]-Hi(y)) 
0 < X < y < » 1 
J'(Hjx)) J'(H^ (y))l^ "''^ /^ dF^ (x)xd Fjy)] 
<6 J J H (x)(l-H (y))lJ'(H (x))j'(H (y))!^ "''^ /^  
0 < x < y < œ  °  °  
d F^ (x)X d F^ (y) , 
since for x < y we have 
<x] <y] 
= H.(x)[(l-H.(x))(l-H.(y))]l + /^2+ [h. (y)-h. (x)][h. (x)(l-h. (y))]^ "" 2 
+ [l-H^ (y)l[H.(x)H^ (y)]^ ''"^ /^  < 3 H^ (x)(l - H^ (y)) • 
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Hence, 
<6 j" J (H(x)(l-H(y))|j'(H(x))j'(H(y))P''''/^ aH(x)xaH(y) 
0 < X < y < 00 
<6 J J u(l-v) |J'(u) + Y/2 X dv < », by (5-2.7)-
0 <u<v<l 
Also, note that (5-2.1) implies that 0(n) = 0(n"®) for ary G > 0 . 
Thus, for the given y > 0 in (5*2.6) the condition 0 > l+2/îf holds. 
Therefore, (5.2.17) follows from Theorem (2.3«l)-
Leirmia 5.2.2. Let {X^ } be a uniformly mixed sequence of rv's 
satisfying (5.2.1) - (5.2.2). Suppose T^  as defined in (5.2.4) satis­
fies (5*2.5) - (5*2*6), then with probability one 
ICn = 0(n"^"^), (71 >0) as n —» », for 1 < i < 6* (5.2.18) 
Proof. Since dG^  < dL^  , it follows that with probability one 
IC I < n"^  Z IJ (i/(n+l)) - J(i/(n+l))l = 0(n"^ '^ ), (T) > O), 
' i=l 
(5.2.19) 
by Theorem 2 of Chemoff and Savage (1958). 
Consider C By (5.2.12), 
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IC^^ gl < I f J(n L^ (x)/(n+l))dl^ (x)| + ) J J(H (^X)) dLjx)] . (5.2.20) 
Integrating by parts the second term on the right hand side of 
(5.2.20), one gets 
J J(H^ (x)) dLjx) = - J j(Hg^ (x))d(l - Ljx)) 
n^ n^ 
= {l-L^ (an)) + J (l - L^ (x))j'(H^ (x)) dH^ (x). 
*n 
(5-2.21) 
Hence, by (5 .2 .20)  -  (5 .2 .21) ,  
1 < J IJ(n L^ (x)/(n+l))I dL^ (x) + J (1 - Ljx))! J'(H^ (x))l dH^ (x) 
+ (1 - L^ (aJ) lj(Hja^ ))l. (5-2.22) 
We need the following result. For some e > 0 , 
L^ (a^ ) - H^ (a^ ) = 0(n ®/^ (iog n)^ ) a.s. as n —> œ . 
(5-2 .23)  
To prove (5 .2 .23) ,  we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.1 in Chapter 
III. Let .here = 1 - P„,l = 
= P(U , = l) = 1 - H, (a ) and p = n ^  S p . = 1 - H (a ) = ®. J- X u n i—1 ^ n n 
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-^1 
Defining j , p^ . = (m^ ) \ P.^ j+ik^  
Where k^  = [C log n], rn^ j) = [(n+k-j)/k^ ] , (l < j < k^ ) , one has 
k k 
 ^ T r T ^  T 
s = 2 S ., p = 2 n my p and 0(k ) = 0(n' ) , by choos-
" "jJ  ^ j_2 " n; J n 
ing C such that CX > 1 • 
Now, 
 ^^ ^-ll/l4 + e/2^  ^n)^ ] 
= PCI (1 - YV) - (1 - \(\))\ > K ^ ®/2(log n)2] 
= PlS^  > n p^  + K n^ /^  ^'*' ®^ (^log n)^ } 
+ P{S^  < n - K n^ ^^  ^"*" ®^ (^log n)^ } . (5.2.24) 
By the same arguments used in ( 3- 3» l6) - (3.3.20) in Chapter III, we 
obtain that 
P{S^  > n p^  + K /^^ (log n)^ } 
k 
-  ^ exp(-h k p* - h K + ®^ (^log n)^  + A) , 
h > 0 j=l  ^ ° 
(5.2.25) 
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/. \ * hk 
where A = log(l + (p^  ^ + 0(k^ ))(e - l)) . Note that 
 ^ = °(Pn) = 
1% n) . (5.2.26) 
Choose now h = h^  = so that hk^  = 0(n~^ ^^  ^^ log n) . 
Using lc@(l+x) = X - x^ /2 + O(x^ ), as x —> 0, one gets 
A = [(pj j+ 0(n-^ ))(hk^ +h2l^ +0(h\3) _ (l)(p* ^ 
• (hk^  + h^ I^ /2 + 0(hV))2 + 0((pj j + 0(n"l))3 hV)].(5.2.27) 
Note that 
0(in^'^'^(p* +0(n"^))^ hV) = 0(1), 0(in^ ^^hk n'^) = 0(l). (5.2.28) li XIJ J n n n 
Hence, by (5.2.27) - (5.2.28), 
-hmp^ k^ p^ j-hK n^^^ ®'^^(lcg n)^ + A < -K(log n)^ 
< -(K-C^ )(log n)2 + 0(1) 
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< -(K-C^ )(log n) + 0(1) , (5.2.29) 
for n > 3 . 
Therefore, "by (5.2-25) and (5.2.29) one gets, by choosing k > + 1 + 
2s, s > 0 
PfS^  > n + K n^ ^^  "'"®''^ (^log n)^ ] < n for large n . (5'2.30) 
Similarly, 
P{S^  < n p^  -  ^^^^ (log n)^ } < n'^ ~® for large n . (5.2.31) 
Hence, ($.2.23) follows by (5.2.24), (5.2.30) - (5-2.31) and the Borel-
Cantelli lesma-
Now, by (5.2.7) and (5.2.23), the first term on the right hand side 
of (5.2.22) is bounded by 
K* J [1 - n L^ (x)/(n+l)]"^ /®"'Y d L^ (x) 
n^ 
< K*[l - n L^ (a^ )/(n+l)]'^ /®"'Y ^ "[i . n L^ (x)/(n+l)]-^  dlJx) 
n^ 
1 n 
• n'-" 2 [1 - i/(n+l)]"-^  a.s. 
i=l 
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= n)] a.s. as n-» =o . (s.2.32) 
Hence, by choosing 0 < e < (^ /7)Y/(T/8+Y)^  it follows that the right 
hand side of (5.2.32) is 0(n"^^), (l] > O), a.s. as n—> œ . By 
(5-2.7) and Lemma ^ .2.1, the second term on the right hand side of 
(5.2.22) is bounded by 
J (l-H^ (x)) |j'(H^ (x))| dH^ (x) + J 1h^ (x) - L^ (x)l 1j'(H^ (x))1 dH^ (x) 
n^ \ 
< K J [l-H^ (x)]'^ ®^'^ '^ dH^ (x) + [O(n"^ (log n)^ )] 
s-n 
J [1 - H^ (x)]"^ '^ d^H^ (x) a.s. 
% 
= 0((1-H^ (a^ ))'^ ®^^ ) + [0(n"^ (log n)^ )][0((l - H^ (a^ ))^ )] a.s. 
= +[0(n-^ (lcg n)=)][0(n(-^ /'^ ''"h] 
= 0(n 2 ^ ) , (T1 > 0), a.s. as n —> » . (5°2.33) 
Finally, by (5.2.23), (5.2.7), the last term on the right hand side of 
(5.2.22) is bounded by 
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a.s. 
= [OCn"^ /"^  •" ®)][0(n"^  ^• (^ /7)Y + e(-l/8 + y))^  
= 0(n ^  ^), (T| > O), a.s. as n —> » . (3'2.3h) 
Hence, |C g| = 0(n % (l) > O), a.s. as n —> œ . 
Next, consider C _ . Using the fact that dG < dL and a 
n,3  ^ n — n 
Taylor's expansion, we obtain from (5.2.13) that 
a 
l^ n,3l [n L^ (x)/(n+l)-H^ (x)f (^x))! dL^ (x) , (5-2.35) 
0 ' 
where g(x) = 0 nL^ (x)/(n+l) + (1-0) H^ (x), 0 < 0 < 1 . 
By Lemma U.2.1, for every 0 < 0 < 1, 0<x<a we have 
— — — — n 
1 - H^ g^Cx) > [l-H^ (x)] - (0(n ^ (log n)^ )(H^ (x)(l-H^ (x)))^ '^ ® a-s. as 
n —> 00 ^ 
> [l-H^ (x)][l - (0(n"*(lcg n)2)(l -
> [1-H^ (x)][l - 0(n-i(log a)2)(l -
= [1-H_,(x)][l - 0(n-*(lcg n)2) n(-^ /7 + e)(-7/8)^  
« 
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= (1 - H^ (x))(l - 0(1)) a.s- as n—> » . (5-2.36) 
Also, for 0 < X < a 
— — n 
l-H^ (x) = ((l-L^ (x)) - (H^ (x)-L^ (x))) > (1-L^ (x))-0(n"-(log n)^ ) 
(1 - H^ (x))^ /^  a.s. 
= (l-Lj^ (x))-[l-H^ (x)][C(n'^ (log n)2)][l-H^ (x)]"7/G 
> (l-L^ (x))-[l-H^ (x)][O(n"^ (l0g n)2)][l-i^ (a^ )]"7/G 
= (1 - I'j^ (x)) - [1-H^ (x)] 0(1) a.s. as n—>», (5-2.37) 
so that 
(1 - L^ (x)) < (1 - H^ (x))(l + 0(1)) a.s. as n —> 00 . (5-2.38) 
Using Lemma k.2.1, (5.2.36) and (5-2-38) one gets 
a 
< [0(n-l(log n)^)] J [H^(x)(l-H^(x))f/^ 
0 
(1 - H^ g^(x))"^ /^^  dL^ (x) a.s. 
a 




» [O(n-\log n)**)] S [(a-oVnT^^/S+v *.3. *3 
3=1 
n —> ® , (5-2.39) 
where n* = n I,^ (a^ ) = n - ®/^ (log n)^ ) a.s. 
as n —> œ . Note that, n ^  Z [n-j)/n] ^5/8 +Y _ 
j=l 
J/8-Y Z (n.j)-^ 5/8 + Y^ 7^/8.y^ ((^ _^ 4.^ .7/8 + Y) ^ 
j=l 
n"^  Z [(n-j)/n]"^ /^8'^ '^  = o(n(7/8-Y)(4/7-e)^  ^  0(n'^ )^, (Tj > O) , 
j=l 
(5.2.40) 
Hence, by (5-2.39) - (5.2A0), |C J = 0(n"^ )^, (T) > O), a.s. as J iyO 
n > 00 • 
Next, consider . By (5.2.1k), (5.2.7), (5.2.23), (5.2.38) and 
proceeding similarly as in (5.2.k0), it follows that 
|C„>I < [0(n-b] ; (1 - d I,^(x) 
0 
< [0(n ^ )] J (1 - I'^ (x)) 9/®"*"^  d ]j^ (x), a.s. as n —> œ , 
0 
* 
<[0(n-^ )]n-^  Z [(n-j)/(n)]-9/8 + Y 
j=l 
< [0(n-^ )][0(n^ /^  ^- - Y(^ /7 " e))] = ©(n"^ )^ , (T] > O), 
a.s. as n—> » . (5.2.kl) 
9k 
Consider g. By (5-2.l6), (5.2.7) and Lemma k.2.1, it follows 
that 
- J* IV"") • IJ'(H^(x))| dH^ (x) 
n^ 
< [0(n ^(log n)2)] J* (1 - d H^(x) , a-s. as n 
= [0(n"^ (log n)^ )][0((l - H^ Ca^ ))"^ )] 
& • S * = [0(n-i(lcg = CXn'i-^), (T, > 0), 
as n —> 00 . (5*2.^ 2) 
To show that |c  | = 0(n"^ )^, (T] > O), a-s. as n—> co, we 
need the following result. First, we introduce some notations. Let 
- 1 n 
Y = F (X ), 1 < i < n, n > 1 . Define Q (t) = n""" Z I. , to 
n,i n 1 n i=l '-^ n,i-^ -' 
be the empirical distribution function of (Y -, Y ..., Y ) . 
J. xi^ n 
Clearly, Q^ (t) = t^)) • Also, note that the distribution function 
of Y is F (F "\t)) and n"^  Z F.(F"^ (t)) = t, 0 < t < 1 . 
Set K (t) = sup IV (t+a) - V (t)] where V (t) = Q (t)-t. 
^ n n n n 
{ajlal <n~^ logn} 
Lemma 5-2.3' Let {X^ J be a uniformly mixed sequence of rv's with 
mixing coefficient 0(n) satisfying (5.2.1). Then, 
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sup K (t) = 0(n ^ (^log n)2) a.s. as n —> = . (5.2.43) 
0 < t < 1 ° 
Remark. In the stationary case. Sen and Ghosh (1973a) have the 
slightly stronger result sup K (t) = 0(n"^  ^log n) a.s. as n^ ®-
0 < t < 1  ^
Proof of Lemma 5.2.3. Consider the sequence of points {§ . = 
11 J 
j/n^ , 0 < j < [n^ ], n > 1}, and for each of these selected points 
we introduce the following set of points 
 ^ k = 0, +1, ..., + [n^ ]^ , 
it follows by some standard arguments that 
max • <5.2.^ ) 
[-n ' ] <k<[n ' ] 
Therefore, 
^fVîn,3' > K n-3A(log nn < PC max )| 
[-n^ /'']<k<[n^ /''] 
> K n''^ (^log n)2] 
[n^ ]^ n 
< ' Z P{1 Z (U -p )1 >K (log n)2] 
k=[-nlA] ' 
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< 2 [P{S^  > n + K n^ /^ (log n)^ ] 
+ P{S^  < n - K n^ (^log n)^ }] , (5-2^ 5) 
n 
where S = 2 U , U = U(n,i,j,k) = I rk'i ' 
Pn,i ' = (^ i ° - (^ i ° j), 
and p = p(n,j,k) =2 p . = k n"^  ^= 0(n~^ )^ for 1 < k < [n^ ]^ • 
 ^ i=l "" 
For k < 0 , consider (F. o F ~^ )(| .) - (F. o F^ )(t/^ |) and get 
X n J X n j 
n 
a similar relation. Also define S , = 2 U , , 
n,i n,£+ik^ 
-1 
P(n,4,j,k) = %!. ' (4^ ') \ *)]' 
k^  
= [(n+k-j&)/kJ, il<i<\) • Then, = 2 8^ ^^ , = 
J&=1 
k 
n n / g\ *1 
2 n mr ' p and 0(k ) = 0(n ), by choosing C such that 
£_2 n n, x. n 
CX > 1 . 
By the same arguments used in (3'3*l6) - (3-3-20) in Chapter III, 
we obtain that 
k 
' " P. P{S > n p + K n^ /^ (log n)^ } < inf k"^  2 exp(-h m^  ^k 
n h > 0 £=1 n n n,x 
- h K n^ (^log n)2 + A) , (5.2.46) 
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( o) * hk 
where A = ' log (l + (p + 0(k ))(e -l)). Note that 
n J6 n 
+ 0(k^ )) = 0(n"^  (1% n)) • (5-2^ 7) 
Choose now h = h^  = n"^  ^. Using log(l+x) = x - x^ /2 + O(x^ ), as 
X —> 0 , one gets 
A = + 0(n-^ ))(hk^  + h^ l^ /2 + 0(hV)) - t |)(P*^ 4+0(n-^ ))^  
(hk^  + h%/2 + 0(hV))2 +0((p*^  ^+0(n"^ ))3 h^ k^ )] . 
(5.2.48) 
Note that. 
0(m(^ ) (p*^  ^+ 0(n-l))3 hV) = 0(l), h k^  n"^ ) = 0(l). (5.2.U9) 
Hence, by (5.2.48) - (5.2.49) 
.(4) V * _v,v lA/ 
-h n n ^ n  ^ (1% n)^  + A < - K (log n)' 
< -(K - C^ )(log n)^  +0(1) 
< -(K-C^ ) log n + 0(1), (5.2.50) 
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for n > 3 • 
Therefore, by (5.2.^ 6) and (5.2.50) one gets, by choosing K > 
+ TA + 2s, (s > 0) 
P{S^  > n + Kn^ (^log n)^ } < n"^ '^  " ^ for large n • (5.2.5I) 
Similarly, 
P[S^<ni_^-Kn^^(lcgnn .<n-'^'^-= for large n . (5-2.52) 
Hence, by (5.2.45), (5-2.51) - (5-2.52) 
P{Kj|n,j) >Kn"^ (^log n)^ } < for large n . (5-2.53) 
Hence, by (5-2.53), Bonferroni inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
it follows that 
max 1 K (E .) = 0(n ^ (^log n)^ ) a-s. as n —> » . (5.2.5^ 4-) 
1 < j < [n^ ]  ^
Now, note that if t and t+a both belong to the same interval 
[5n,j' ?n,3+l " Sn,j = " V*")' 
< |vjt+a) - V,(S, j)| 4. - Vjt)l < . On the ether 
hand, if t and t+a belong to two different intervals, say, 
* ® C5n,D' Sn,j+l] ^  = fSn.r' then |a| < n"* log n 
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implies  ^ j+1 - ^ ^  log n whenever r > j+1 (otherwise, 
interchange j and r). Hence, 
+ IV^) - V5n,3^l'l 
(5-2.55) 
for all 0 < j < r < [n^ ] - 1 . Thus, i^ '2-ks) follows from (5*2-5^ ) 
and (5.2.55) 
The proof of Lemma 5*2.3 is complete. 
_1 -n 
It remains to show that jc j = 0(n"^  '), (T) > O), a.s. n —> ». 
Consider the following set of points {t^  ^  | j =1, ..., n^ 3 on [0, a^ ], 
where t . is defined by H (t .) = j n"^ , j = 0,n ; and n is 
n,j n^  n,j " ' o o 
such that H (t ) = n n ^  > H (a ) > (n -l)n~^, so n = G(n"^). Let 
n n,n 0 — n n— o ' o 
n^,j = (=|tn,j-l < ^   ^< J < 
*0 
l^ n,5l - i* lVx)-Hjx)l lJ'(H^ (x))l ld(G^ (x) - fJx))I . (5.2.56) 
j=l I 
n,j 
Using Lemma 5.2-3, (5-2.2) and (5.2.7), one gets for every x e I . 
n, J 
0(n"^ (^lQg n)^ ) a.s. 
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j) - H^ (x) = 0(ii"^ ), (5-2.57) 
J'(Hjx)) = J'(H^ (\ j)) +[0(n'^)][0((l-H^(t^ + . 
Consequently, 
J iLjx) - Hjx)l lJ'(H^ (x))l !d(Gjx) - F^ (x))| 
< [0(n"^ (log n)2)] J (l-h;Xx))^ /V'(H^ (x))l !d(Gjx) - F^ (x))l 
n^,j 
< [0(n'^ (log n)^ )][l-H^ (t^ ^^ .)]"^ '^  J |d(G^ (x) - F^ (x)){ (5.2.58) 
I . 




+ [0(n"^ (log ii)^ )][0((l -H^ (t^ j^))"^ '^ )] J Id(G^ (x)-F^ (x))l 
I . 
+ [0(n"^ '^ /^ (log n)2)][0((l-H^ (t^  jj-17/i8 + y j [d(Gjx)-F^ (x))l. 
'n,j 
Note that, by Lemma 5.2.3, 
J Id(Gjx)-F^ (x))l < J d Gjx) + J dF^ (x)<J d L^ (x) + J d H^ (x) 
I . I . I . I . I . 
n,o n,o n,o n,j n,o 
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= L (t .) -L (t . ,) + n""^ < 2n"2 + O(n"^^(log n)^) = 0(n"^) a-s-
n n,j n n,j-x — 
(5.2.S9) 
% _ 
Also, note that for r > 1, S (l-H (t .)) ^ = Z (l - jn  ^
j=l j=l 
= n^ /^  Z (n^ -j)"^  = 0(n^ /^ ), and for 0 < r < 1, Z (l-H^ (t .))'^  
j=l j=l 
n t 
= nV* z (l-H (t jr] <n* r wra: (x) = ii " u u 
•J 0 
n4[0(l-Hjt_^  ))-^ ^^ ] < ni [0((l.H^ (aJ)"'+^ )] = " =>). 
' o 
Hence, using the bounds for the four terms in (5.2.58) and summing over 
j = 1, ..., n^  , we obtain that 
< [0(n-\log n)^ )][0(n^ (^^ /7-=))] 
+ [0(n"^ '^ /^ (^log n)2)][0(n^ /^ "^^ /^ )] 
+ [0(n"'^ ^^ (log n)^ )][C(n^  
+ [0(n"^ /^^ (^log n)^ )][0(n^ ^^ ^^  " 
= 0(n ^  ^ ), (T) > 0), a.s. as n —> » . (5.2.60) 
The proof of Theorem 5.2.1 is complete. 
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